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FOREWORD BY THE MINISTER
Uganda Vision 2040 identifies tourism as a fundamental opportunity that should be harnessed as a
matter of priority to facilitate socio-economic transformation of Uganda into a prosperous upper middleincome country. The sector is expected to contribute towards job creation, foreign exchange earnings,
investment promotion, poverty reduction and conservation promotion. Tourism has wide multiplier
effects by developing not only primary industries but also secondary industries through horizontal and
vertical linkages. Successful implementation of this Plan will help contribute to the achievement of the
targets of Uganda Vision 2040 and National Development Plan III (NDP 3).
As the country moves through the destination branding journey, I call upon our valued stakeholders to
embrace this national project so that we come up with a bold brand that will increase the destination’s
competitiveness and attractiveness. I would like to encourage all travel and tourism professionals,
government officials and employees, the private sectors and all our partners to continue building on this
success and work in collaboration and cooperation to help achieve the targets that have been set in this
Plan. I want to assure you that the “Destination Uganda” will continue to deliver extraordinary experiences
for visitors and residents and has great potential for enhancing its position, products, services and
marketing. Working together will make this a reality. I also look forward to identifying and implementing
interventions that inculcate a culture of travel among Ugandans for a long-term sustainable approach to
tourism, a lesson brought in by COVID-19 pandemic.
I am therefore pleased to present to you the 3rd Strategic Plan of the Uganda Tourism Board for the
period FY 2020/21 – 2024/25 whose arrival coincides with a very difficult economic period and a great
deal of uncertainty in the tourism industry as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. This Plan is in line with
the National Development Plan III and the Tourism Programme Plan. A lot of research, strategic thinking,
and consultations have been invested to come up with this Strategy which will guide Uganda Tourism
Board and her key stakeholders on the right path to economic development through income generation
and job creation in order to enhance the quality of life of all Ugandans.
I would like to thank the many individuals and organizations that have contributed to this effort including
the Board of Directors of UTB, Management, staff, private and public sector, academia, local governments,
and the general public. I, therefore, urge you all to support the realization of the results of this Plan.
On behalf of the Tourism Sector, I pledge unwavering support to engage you regularly as part of our
commitment and accountability.
For God and My Country.

Hon. Col. (Rtd) Tom Butime (MP.)
Minister of Tourism, Wildlife and Antiquities
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strengthening our links with all our partners throughout the period of implementation of this Plan and
beyond. We remain optimistic that through the strength of our partnerships, we can promote Uganda as
not only a gateway but also as a destination of choice for visitors over the coming years.
From the very beginning, it was clear that the vision of this strategy is to sustainably increase the volume
and value of tourism in Uganda which positively impacts our economy, our society and the environment.
This vision has become, and will certainly remain, our guiding principle and we are absolutely adamant
that our role here goes beyond simply increasing the number of tourist arrivals to the country. Instead,
our role is also to develop the destination as a whole, and to manage tourism in a sustainable way, so
that future travelers, and above all future residents, can enjoy Uganda too. We have been blessed with
a beautiful country, a fantastic climate, and an enviable way of life, so our most important aim should
be to preserve them all for future generations, through a holistic approach to tourism. We believe that
the strategic focus of this Plan will increase number of tourists, value of their spending that eventually
will culminate into the needed investments that come with smart jobs for inclusive development of this
country. The theme of the Plan is to “Enhance the Competitiveness and Attractiveness of Destination
Uganda. It is our desire that Uganda will be marketed as a country where the benefits of tourism will be
spread to all regions of Uganda.
All in all, it is our hope that the future is finally here, it will continue to be brighter and brighter for the
tourism sector, the country and the entire globe. It is a challenging time with COVID-19 pandemic, yet
exciting, and we are all on this ride together. Let us make the best out of this Plan, and let us be proud
to embrace it, because together we can achieve more for this country, the Pearl of Africa which we all
love. We look forward to implementing our 3rd Plan with excitement over the next five years which we are
confident will deliver results with your support. We strive to be the Centre of Excellence in Destination
Management on our African continent.

Lilly Ajarova
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER/ACCOUNTING OFFICER
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Uganda Tourism Board (UTB) is a national agency responsible for sustainably promoting Uganda as a
Competitive Tourism Destination for Inclusive Development. UTB strives to demonstrate professionalism
in all its operations, build new processes, ideas and services and to respond to existing challenges
in offering the tourism services. Key mandates of UTB includes among others, fostering cooperation
among key stakeholders in the tourism sector, marketing tourism sector, encouraging investment in
the sector, promoting education, training and research, developing and monitoring standards in the
tourism sector. UTB has developed this strategic 2020/21-2024/25 in a very challenging time during
the COVID-19 pandemic. The strategic plan is the fruit and efforts of a very committed team of staff
who have demonstrated enormous internal capacity in the organization that demonstrate the skills and
knowledge necessary for the sustainability of the organization. External facilitators were also involved
to give independent moderation and quality assurance of the process through workshops and online
consultations. Over 150 key people across the UTB stakeholder base were consulted and who gave very
invaluable contributions that formed part and parcel of this document. The team extensively reviewed
literature and learnt lessons from the assessment of the previous plans including lessons from the
impact of COVID-19.
This strategic plan is anchored within the existing legal framework in the country namely, the Constitution
of the Republic of Uganda (1995); the National Tourism Policy (2014); the Tourism Act (2008); among
others. Similarly, the plan is aligned to The National Development Plan III, the Uganda Tourism Development
Master plan (2013: 2014/15-2024-25); the Tourism Development Plan (2020: 2020/21-2024/25) and the
UTB Post COVID 19 Business Recovery Plan, 2020. The Strategic Plan has the following five (5) strategic
objectives to: Increase Tourist Arrivals; Increase investment and job creation in the tourism sectors;
Increase the competitiveness of tourism destinations in the country; Improve collection and access to
tourism information; and to improve internal efficiency and effectiveness of UTB.
Further, the Plan has eight chapters in which, Chapter One gives the background to UTB and which
entails the Mandate, Governance and Organizational Structure; the legal and policy contexts; linkage
to the Uganda Vision 2040; Tourism alignment to Vision 2040 and National Development Plan III and
the corresponding Programme Implementation Action Plan (PIAP); and positions Tourism within the
Regional and Global Agenda. Chapter Two is on the situation analysis. It basically focuses on the
achievements of the previous plan, environmental scan, lessons learnt and emerging issues that informed
the development of the of strategic plan. Chapter Three is on the strategic direction of the organization,
it articulates the desired future of UTB in the next five years, core values, strategic actions, alignment
of the strategic plan to the national aspirations and intentions; and the implementation matrix for the
strategic plan. Chapter Four provides the financing frame which deals with the costing and financing
arrangement of the strategic plan and where the resources of implementing the plan are coming from.
Chapter five is on the institutional arrangement for the implementation of the strategic plan. It explains
the roles which the different units within the institution play in executing the strategic plan. Chapter
Six is on Communication which lays the approaches on how the Plan and its achievements shall be
communicated to the stakeholders. Chapter Seven is on Risk Management which gives an analysis of
the major potential risks and the attendant strategies developed to mitigate the risks. Chapter Eight is on
Monitoring and Evaluation Framework which articulates how different aspects of the strategic plan shall
be tracked, assessed, measured and reported on. The results framework is well aligned to these results
set out at the national and sector levels.
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It is envisioned that this strategic plan will increase the volume of tourism in Uganda, in terms of
international and regional arrivals as well as domestic visitors and also increase the amount of
money spent by tourists when they visit the country. In terms of planned outputs, it is anticipated that
several policy documents shall be developed and implemented. These shall include but may not be
limited to National Tourism Marketing Strategy, Domestic Tourism strategy, Digital Marketing Strategy,
Fundraising and resource mobilization Strategy, Research Strategy, Human resources Strategy, drafting
of legal documents but not limited to regulations and guidelines among others. Further to this, several
researches shall be conducted and their findings disseminated, brand manual shall be developed,
launched and rolled out domestically and internationally. The Plan is premised on a strong partnership
arrangement where UTB shall ensure that partnership agreements are signed and implemented with
strategic partners and effectively implemented. Akin to above, tourism enterprises shall be registered
and inspected, and investment conference shall be organized so as boost tourism stock in the country.
As far as improving internal efficiency and effectiveness of UTB is concerned, several skill development
trainings shall be offered to the Board, staff and key stakeholders including a diagnostic of the institution
for output alignment and orientation. More still, hospitality establishments shall be classified, graded and
their operations closely monitored.
The Board will harness the power of digital marketing to reach the tourist travellers through digital
marketing campaigns, technologies and channels such as social media marketing, mobile marketing,
online PR, content marketing, virtual reality, video and affiliate marketing collaboration with the tourism
and travel trade partners. Adoption of digital marketing will take priority in promoting destination Uganda
in all markets and services that the Board will be executing.
A total of UGX 325.96 Billion is required to implement this strategic plan which will be financed from
Government of Uganda appropriations and support from development partners in the ratio of 4:1 where
this is possible. Innovation and efficiency in operations will underpin the functioning of Uganda Tourism
Board in the execution of this Strategic Plan.

x
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION
1.0 Background
The Strategic Plan FY 2020/21 – 2024/25 is the third plan which UTB will be implementing over the
5-year period in response to the planning requirements of the country. This Plan is anchored within the
existing legal framework in the country with the intentions to increase international and regional arrivals
of tourist in the country; increase investment and job creation in the tourism sectors; and enhance the
competitiveness of tourism destinations in the country; improve internal efficiency and effectiveness
of UTB among others. It is envisioned that this strategic plan will increase the volume of tourism in
Uganda in terms of international and regional arrivals as well as domestic visitors and also increase
the amount of money spent by tourists when they visit the country. The Plan is premised on a strong
partnership arrangement where UTB will engage with key partners to support and implement the Plan.
In the course of implementation of the Plan, the destination brand will be developed, launched and rolled
out both domestically and internationally in order to position Uganda as a unique, competitive tourism
destination. The strategic goal of the plan is to “Sustainably increase the Volume and Value of tourism in
Uganda” with theme being “Enhancing the Competitiveness and Attractiveness of Destination Uganda.”
1.1 Legal Framework of Uganda Tourism Board
The Uganda Tourism Board is a semi-autonomous body created in 1994 by Statute and later reviewed in
2008 by an Act of Parliament with the main objectives to a) promote and contribute to the development
of the tourism sector both within and outside of Uganda; b) coordinate with the Ministry of Tourism
and the private sector in the implementation of the national tourism policy among others. The Uganda
Tourism Act (2008) mandates UTB to perform the following functions:
a) To formulate, in cooperation and in consultation with the private sector and relevant entities, a
marketing strategy for tourism in Uganda
b) To implement the marketing strategy and to promote Uganda as an attractive and sustainable
tourist destination.
c) To encourage and promote domestic tourism within Uganda
d) To encourage investment in the tourism sector and wherever possible, to direct such investment
to the less developed tourism areas
e) To promote and sponsor educational programmes and training in the tourism sector including
schools, in consultation and cooperation with appropriate entities
f) To undertake and commission appropriate research in the field of tourism
g) In consultation with or as directed by the Minister, to delegate to local governments the
responsibilities related to tourism commensurate with their functions set out in the Local
Governments Act
h) To manage the tourism development levy in accordance with the best commercial practice and
the objects of the Board
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i)

To provide finance and any other assistance to strengthen the private entities in the tourist sector
where necessary and appropriate

j)

To enforce, and monitor standards in the tourism sector

k) To inspect, register, license and classify tourist facilities and services; and
l)

To undertake any other functions prescribed by or under this Act, any other law or as directed by
the Minister.

1.2 Governance and Organizational Structure
The Board of Directors is the governing body of the Uganda Tourism Board (UTB) and provides oversight
on the management of the institution to ensure that it is administered in accordance with good
corporate governance. The Board of Directors is appointed under Section 4 of the Uganda Tourism Act
to execute the functions and objectives of the Uganda Tourism Board. Figure 1 presents the current
UTB organogram which has a strength of 39 staff led by the Chief Executive Officer supported by four
functional departments of: Marketing; Quality Assurance, Finance and Planning; and Corporate Affairs.
In the approved UTB organogram of 2017 (Figure 2), a strength of 85 staff was provided for, which is
currently 45.9% filled, a gap of 46 staff (44.1%) is due to inadequate wage provisions. Resources will
be mobilised to ensure that the optimum staff strength is realized in order to effectively implement the
Strategic Plan.
Figure 1: UTB Organogram currently in Force
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Figure 2: UTB Organogram of 85 Staff (Approved but not being implemented)
Figure 2: UTB
Organogram of 85 Staff (Approved but not being implemented)
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1.3 The National, Legal and Policy Context
1.3.1 Linkage to Uganda Vision 2040
The Uganda Vision 2040 identifies tourism as a fundamental opportunity that should be harnessed as a
priority to facilitate socio-economic transformation of Uganda into a prosperous upper middle-income
country. The tourism sector is expected to contribute towards job creation, foreign exchange earnings,
investment promotion, poverty reduction and conservation promotion. The strategic objectives and the
high-level interventions in the strategic plan are those that have been carefully crafted to align with the
tourism programme and in turn aligned to Vision 2020 so that they contribute to the aspirations of
ushering the country into a prosperous upper middle-income country.
3

1.3.2 Legal Framework
The legal framework for tourism includes policies, laws, regulations and guidelines including the
Constitution of the Republic of Uganda (1995); the National Tourism Policy (2014); the Tourism Act
(2008); among others. The four key plans that relate to the tourism sector are the National Development
Plan III (2019: 2020/21 – 2024/25), Uganda Tourism Development Master plan (2013: 2014/15-2024-25);
the Tourism Programme Plan (2020: 2020/21-2024/25) and the UTB Post COVID 19 Business Recovery
Plan (2020: 2020/21 – 2022/23). These documents are couched within the context of the overall NDP
framework and articulate specific interventions and budgeted projects relating to the areas in NDPIII
intervention areas: Marketing and Promotion; Human Resource Development; Product Development;
Natural and Cultural Resource Conservation; and Tourism Management and Regulation.
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1.3.3 Linkage between the Strategic Plan and the NDPIII and Corresponding PIAP
NDPIII identifies tourism as important for increasing forex earnings, creating jobs and alleviating poverty.
Tourism contributes towards inclusive growth and development of a country by bringing numerous
economic value and benefits; and, helping in building the country’s brand value, image and identity. It is
important for poverty reduction by providing employment and diversified livelihood opportunities. This
in turn provides additional income or contributes to a reduction in vulnerability of the poor by increasing
the range of economic opportunities available to individuals and households. Further, tourism has wide
multiplier effects by developing not only primary industries but also secondary industries to support
tourism e.g. agriculture, manufacturing, ICT enable services, transport and services in general.
Within the overall framework of programme approach (Programme Implementation Action Plan),
tourism contributes to a number of sectors. Agriculture will be targeted as one tourism product for
both leisure and for linkages with the direct tourism facilities since food is one aspect that sustains
tourism and vice-versa. By driving tourism traffic to natural tourism assets, the plan will be contributing
directly to the revenues needed to undertake natural resource conservation. The plan also strives for a
sustainable tourism promotion and development. UTB plans to strengthen partnerships with the private
sector, support their operations and professionalize them to deliver quality services that allow them to
grow and make more contributions to national development. Within the manufacturing sector, growth
and expansion of tourism is envisaged to provide market access to the Ugandan manufacturing sector
in which tourism is a strong consumer of hard and soft drinks, processed food stuffs, construction
materials, and lots of appliances used in the hospitality industry in the post-Covid era. Further, the
functions of marketing, product development, quality assurance, skilling and professionalizing the sector
will take advantage of modern ICTs to leverage impact and results. Skilling and re-skilling of the tourism
sector human resources across the entire value of the sector lies at the heart of the strategic plan over
the 5-year implementation period.
.1.3.4 Tourism and Regional/International Agenda
The EAC Vision 2050 prioritizes joint interventions in the tourism sector that are: competitively priced; cost
effective and have a high return on investment through the issuance of an East African Visa; standardized
joint classification of hotels and joint marketing efforts presenting the EAC as one tourism destination.
Owing to tourism importance, the EAC Partner States have undertaken to develop a collective and
coordinated approach to the promotion and marketing of quality tourism into and within the Community
as stipulated in Article 115 of the EAC Treaty. The great potential for intra-regional tourism is seen as an
opportunity which will be exploited to create impetus for further growth for international tourism. Also
underpinning the Tourism Marketing Strategy is the need to develop multi-destination tourism products
that will enable tourists travel to more than one Partner State thus enjoying the diversity offered by the
region as a common tourism circuit.
The importance of tourism in achieving regional and international development goals is clearly articulated
in the regional and international development agenda. Under Agenda 2063, the importance of tourism is
captured as the fifth of the seven (7) aspirations; “(e) An Africa that has a strong cultural heritage, shared
history, values and ethics; and as the third of the six key areas of the NEPAD Tourism Action Plan (TAP),
namely c) Tourism marketing. The importance of tourism in the attainment of as well as in mitigating the
negative impacts of increased travel is captured under Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). SDG8,
recognizes the role of tourism in: creating jobs, and promoting local culture and products; elimination of
poverty through revenue generation, employment and trade (SDG 1); and mitigation of climate change
impacts (SDG13) through responsible travel, protection of natural resources for tourism and revenue
generation from conservation. The Strategic Plan strives to respond to these regional and international
frameworks through collaboration.
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1.4 Purpose of the Plan
The first strategic plan of the Board was for the period FY 2013/14-2015/16 which was followed by the
2nd plan for the period FY 2016/17 – 2019/20 that expired in June 2020. This is the 3rd plan that will build
on the achievements of the previous two plans and also intends to respond to the result areas in tourism
as espoused by the National Development Plan III and the associated Programme Implementation
Action Plan. With the new normal ushered in by the COVID-19 pandemic, the 3rd Plan envisions UTB
as a Centre of Excellence for Destination Management in the region during its implementation. During
the plan implementation, FY 2020/21 – 2024/25, the Plan will also aim at prioritizing domestic tourism
promotion during its implementation period as part of the lessons learnt from COVID-19 pandemic. The
overall Goal of the Plan is to “Sustainably increase the volume and value of tourism in Uganda.”
1.5 Process of Developing the Strategic Plan
The previous two editions of the UTB strategic plans were developed largely with the help of external
consultants. The current plan was developed by an internal team with the main aim of ownership
and developing internal skills for sustainability. However, extensive consultations were conducted
both physically and virtually to get inputs from both internal and external key stakeholders. External
facilitators were available to give independent moderation of the consultative and the drafting process.
Together, over 150 individuals across the UTB stakeholder base were reached to collect inputs as part
of the consultative process. The team also reviewed literature and lessons from the assessment results
of the previous plans including lessons from the impact of COVID-19 on the tourism industry. Finally,
UTB received extensive advice and comments from the National Planning Authority which contributed
immensely to the final Plan.
1.6 Structure of the Strategic Plan
The structure of the Plan was guided by the National Planning Authority Sector Development Guidelines.
The current Plan comprises eight (8) chapters. These are: Chapter one being Introduction spelling out
the Mandate of Uganda Tourism Board; Governance and Organizational Structure; the national legal
and policy contexts; linkage to the Uganda Vision 2040; Tourism Alignment to Vision 2040 and National
Development Plans; and the Tourism and Regional and Global Agenda. Chapter two is on situations
analysis bringing out the achievements of the previous plan as well as a scan of the tourism environment
including lessons learnt and emerging issues to inform the current plan development. Chapter three is on
the desired future of the Plan over the next five years which is followed by Chapter Four on costing. The
subsequent chapters are on the implementation arrangements, Communications framework, Results
Frameworks and the Risk Management identifying the key risks that may impede the implementation of
the Strategy if not well managed. The structure of the Plan was made simple to enhance readability and
reference.
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CHAPTER TWO:

SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
2.1 Importance of Tourism in the Economic Development of Uganda
According to a recent World Bank study report on Uganda, USD1 of expenditure by foreign tourists
generates an average of USD2.5 of GDP (including direct, and indirect value added along the supply
chain, plus induced effects of household spending of wages generated). This compares well with USD
2.3 of GDP generated by USD1 of traditional exports from Uganda. Further, policy simulations indicate
that attracting an additional 100,000 international leisure visitors to Uganda would add 11% to exports
earning and 1.6% to GDP. If each tourist stayed one additional night, exports would rise by 7% and GDP
would rise by 1%. In the wake of COVID-19, all these assertions will now change negatively.
The direct economic impacts of tourism development are primarily measured in terms of visitor
spending on accommodations, entertainment, attractions, food and beverage, and transportation, for
both domestic and international travel among other parameters. There are also, however, significant
indirect and induced impacts that should be measured, resulting from the recirculation of that spending
within local economies, and the jobs created and income generated by companies that supply the
industry. With the advent of COVID-19, all these parameters have been affected and negatively impacted
the economy of Uganda.
2.2 Performance Under the Previous Plan
A number of significant achievements were registered under the 2nd Strategic Plan (FY2017/2018 –
2019/20). In terms of financial resources about 98% of the planned budget was realized. Performance
under specific objectives is presented in the following sections.
2.2.1 To Increase Tourist Arrivals
In 2018, tourism generated USD 1.6 billion from the 1,505,669 visitors compared to USD 1.45 billion in
2017. Visitors to national parks increased by 14 percent to reach 332,197 visitors in FY 2018/19 and
visitors to the selected tourist sites (UWEC, National Museum and the Source of the Nile) rose by 19
percent to reach 581,616 visitors.
The increase in tourist arrivals can be attributed to the increase in destination Uganda’s market
representation/visibility through deployment of Market Destination Representatives (MDRs) in the source
markets of Germany, Austria, Switzerland (KPRN), UK and Ireland (Kamageo), United States of America
and Canada (PHG), and the emerging markets of China (PHG), Japan and the Gulf States (Aviereps).
UTB organised, hosted and popularized the Pearl of Africa Tourism Expo (POATE) as the annual signature
tourism event for the destination establishing it as a mainstay event similar to the Magical Kenya expo for
Kenya, Kwita Izina expo for Rwanda and Swahili International Tourism expo (S!TE) of Tanzania. POATE is a
business to business (B2B) and business to consumer (B2C) tourism event created to increase business
linkages between Ugandan tourism and travel trade partners and their African counterparts. It is held
annually in February and attracted over 300 participants, hosted buyers and exhibitors. It has exposed
the destination to international tourism media, service providers, travel influencers and destination
marketing companies (DMCs) which has increased destination visibility and competitiveness globally.
6
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In FY 2018/19, the Uganda Convention Bureau (UCB) was created to promote Uganda as a business
tourism destination for Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Events (MICE). This was intended to
increase the number of tourist arrivals as well as tourism receipts/earnings from business travellers
and attract investment in the sector. Currently Uganda is ranked 6th on the ICCA MICE World ranking for
meetings and conferences hosted in Africa. In 2019, Uganda was ranked 6th on the African continent
from 10th position in 2018 in holding the number of most MICE conferences. To date UCB together
with key stakeholders placed bids for select conferences to be hosted in Uganda and succeeded. These
included: South to South Summit (G77 Summit 2020); ICASA (2021) and Velocity (2022).
UTB has trained staff of Ugandan embassies and missions abroad in destination marketing and has
provided them with promotional material for distribution in their respective countries to boost international
marketing efforts.
UTB increased the destination’s participation in strategic global tourism and trade expos in target markets
from an average of 5 to 9 per year where UTB and the private sector created business linkages, increased
and created destination awareness in target source markets which has given us mileage in the attraction
of more visitors and investors to the country. In FY 2018/19 alone, the potential business generated and
PR value attained are estimated at over USD one (1) million.
UTB has supported the promotion of signature domestic events and activations in the form of regional
tourism cluster events, domestic tourism campaigns (Tulambule), iconic national events, sports events,
seminars and networking sessions.
UTB has hosted a number of renowned celebrities and companies both international and domestic to
familiarization trips that has equipped them with the product knowledge used to promote the country to
their fans and investment partners, increased destination visibility and publicity on various international
platforms. This includes celebrities and influencers from Israel, USA, Egypt and South Africa.
UTB established and ran school outreach programmes to improve the product knowledge of the youth,
build a culture of tourism and conservation of nature, wildlife and cultural assets amongst younger
generation for sustainable tourism development. By close of FY 2019/20, a total of 20 schools were
engaged in tourism promotion programmes.
The destination received a number of accolades and global media exposure that have boosted the
destinations publicity and perception as a tourist destination. They include the following:
a) Uganda was named one of the must-see destinations in National Geographic Travellers Cool List
for 2019.
b) Uganda was featured amongst the 52 destinations to visit in 2019 in Fodor’s Travel, the
internationally recognized guidebook publisher and travel authority.
c) Uganda ranked 12th in the New York Times Best Seller’s “1,000 Places to See Before You Die’’,
published by acclaimed tourism writer and speaker, Ms. Patricia Shultz.
d) Kabiza Wilderness Safaris named Uganda as the best African country to visit in 2019.
e) Bwindi Impenetrable Forest was ranked 1st as the most beautiful place in the world by CNN in
2019.
f) Uganda ranked 6th on African continent in 2020 for holding the most MICE activities.
2.2.2 To increase tourist satisfaction, stay and spend (value)
In 2019, tourist satisfaction was registered at 82.8% and average length of stay in Uganda increased from
7 to 8.3 nights with overseas visitors found to stay longer and are the longest staying leisure visitors.
Strategic Plan: FY 20/21 – 24/25
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Overall average expenditure per person per night was estimated at USD 111, per trip expenditure was
estimated at USD 723 and the mean expenditure per person per trip was estimated at USD 569. UTB
through its MDR trained private sector tour operators in designing itineraries that would interest tourists
from different countries so that they stay longer and spend more.
2.2.3 To Increase Job Creation
Tourism accounted for an average of 5% of total employment between 2018 and 2019 with 667,600
jobs generated in 2018 (6.7% of total employment) and 536,600 jobs generated in 2019 (5.8% of total
employment). Tourism jobs are forecast to grow to 971,900 in 2029. This includes employment by hotels,
travel agents, airlines and other passenger transportation services (excluding commuter services). It also
includes, for example, the activities of the restaurant and leisure industries directly supported by tourists.
2.2.4 To Increase Investment
The total contribution of tourism to GDP, including wider effects from investment, the supply chain
and induced income impacts, grew at an average of 5% between 2018 and 2019 with UGX 8,364.6
billion registered in 2018 (7.7% of GDP) and UGX. 6,622 billion (5.6% of GDP) registered in 2019. UTB
identified tourism products with potential for development and thus investment promotion. They include:
Agro-tourism, culture and heritage, home stays, the Equator, the Source of the Nile, dark tourism, and
community tourism, among others. UTB also collaborated with Uganda Investment Authority to expose
the tourism investment opportunities to potential investors both domestic and foreign.
2.3 Achievements before Covid-19 Advent: Sector and Institutional
2.3.1 Tourism Contribution to the Economy: In 2018, tourism continued to be the leading foreign
exchange earner to the Ugandan economy. Tourism generated USD 1.6 billion from the 1,505,669 visitors
compared to USD 1.45 billion in 2017. The total contribution of tourism to GDP, including wider effects
from investment, the supply chain and induced income impacts, was UGX 8,364.6 billion in 2018 (7.7% of
GDP), up from UGX 6,888.5bn in 2017. Tourism also generated 667,600 jobs (6.7% of total employment)
in 2018 and was forecast to grow to 971,900 in 2029. This includes employment by hotels, travel agents,
airlines and other passenger transportation services (excluding commuter services). It also includes, for
example, the activities of the restaurant and leisure industries directly supported by tourists.
Table 1 presents comparative figures at the East African Community level. Before COVID19, tourism
sector was seen to be making substantial contribution to the Gross Domestic Product, export
earnings and employment in individual Partner States. Tourism contributed substantially to the GDP of
Rwanda, Kenya and Tanzania whose percentage contribution is higher than the EAC average of 8.1%.
Furthermore, tourism contribution to total exports is highest in Rwanda and Tanzania which are above
the EAC average of 17.2%. With regards to employment, the tourism industry significantly contributed to
employment among the Partner States with a total of over 4 million direct and indirect jobs. The highest
total percentage contribution to employment is in Kenya (9%), followed by Tanzania (8.2%), Rwanda
(8.0%), Uganda (5.8%) and Burundi (4.4%). Comparatively, Uganda is not performing well relative to the
Partner States.
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Table 1: Percentage Contribution of Tourism to GDP/Exports and Employment Earnings of EAC
Partner States, 2019
Country

% Contribution to
GDP

Burundi
Kenya
Rwanda
Tanzania
Uganda
Average

Contribution to
Exports
5.1
9.7
10.0
10.3
5.6
8.1

Contribution to
Employment
4.1
18.1
21.0
26.0
16.6
17.2

4.4
9.0
8.0
8.2
5.8
7.1

Source: WTTC, 2020; National Economic Surveys and Statistical Bulletins

2.3.2 Tourist arrivals in EAC countries by purpose of visit: In 2019, Kenya and Tanzania received more
holiday and leisure tourists (63% and 69% respectively) compared to Uganda and Rwanda with 19% and
8% respectively. Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR) forms a substantial percentage of purpose of travel
in Uganda and Rwanda as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Percentage Distribution of International Tourists in EAC by Purpose of Visit, 2019
Figure 3: Percentage Distribution of International Tourists in EAC by Purpose of Visit, 2019
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the least ranked countries in EAC are South Sudan (48th/54) and Burundi (46th/54) compared to Rwanda
and Uganda which are ranked 3rd and 5th respectively on the African continent
Table 2: Africa Visa Openness Ranking for EAC and Select Countries, 2018
Country
Seychelles
Benin
Rwanda
Uganda
Kenya
Tanzania
Burundi
South Sudan
Equatorial Guinea

Score

Rank (N=54)
1.000
1.000
0.86
0.84
0.84
0.69
0.11
0.015
0.000

1
1
3
5
9
18
46
53
54

Source: African Development Bank (2018): Africa Visa Openness Report

2.3.3 Classification and Grading of Accommodation Facilities: UTB conducted the classification of
15 accommodation facilities in national parks. Classification of hotels is done every 2 years with the
last exercise having been undertaken in June 2018. The next round of assessment was scheduled
to commence from the end of FY 2019/20 and the exercise was to spill over into FY 2020/21 which
could not happen due to the advent of COVID-19 pandemic and the resultant lockdown measures. The
exercise was to commence with the sensitization and training to prepare accommodation owners as
well as the training of more hotel assessors to conduct the classification. The target was to classify 200
accommodation facilities in the 5 regions of Uganda but this has now been rescheduled to commence
in FY 2020/21.
2.3.4 Increasing Tourism Products: UTB also conducted an audit of tourism products, including profiling
aimed at empowering local communities to improve and develop the attractions in their respective
regions. The tourism products identified with potential for development and achieving the target of
middle income include: Agro-tourism, culture and heritage, home stays, the equator, the Source of the
Nile, dark tourism, community tourism, to mention a few. The auditing of tourism products including their
profiling (i.e. Marine and Equator) have been done.
2.3.5 The Pearl of Africa Tourism Expo (POATE): Is a business to business (B2B) and business to consumer
(B2C) tourism event created to increase business linkages between Ugandan tourism and travel trade
partners and their African counterparts. This event is held annually in February and attracts over 300
participants, hosted buyers and exhibitors. POATE is also a great opportunity to open up the destination
to international tourism media, service providers, travel influencers and destination marketing companies
(DMCs) for destination visibility and increased competitiveness in the global tourism landscape. The 5th
edition of POATE was held on 4th to 6th of February 2020 on the theme “Promoting Intra-Africa Travel”. The
Expo attracted over 150 exhibitors and 51 hosted buyers and 10 international media from 18 countries.
2.3.6 Tourist Arrivals: In addition to the prevailing security and good governance, UTB also worked on
improving tourism infrastructure and intensified marketing including deployment of market destination
representatives in key source markets in Germany, UK and North America, and the emerging markets
10
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of China, Japan and the Gulf States. Consequently, the number of international visitor arrivals increased
by 7.4 percent from 1,402,409 in 2017 to 1,505,669 in 2018. Visitors to national parks increased by 14
percent to reach 332,197 visitors in FY 2018/19 and visitors to the selected tourist sites (UWEC, National
Museum and the Source of the Nile) rose by 19 percent to reach 581,616 visitors. Figure 4 gives the
distribution of sources of tourists as in 2018.

Figure 4: Source Markets for Tourism to Uganda, 2018
Source: Uganda Bureau of Statistics

2.3.7 Meetings, Incentives, Conferences/Conventions and Events/Exhibitions (Mice) Promotion: In a bid
to diversify Uganda’s tourism offerings to encompass more than leisure, the sector is prioritizing the
promotion and development of business tourism (MICE). This is expected to increase the number of
tourist arrivals as well as tourism receipts/earnings from business travellers in addition to attracting
investment in the sector. In FY 2018/19, the Uganda Convention Bureau (UCB), charged with the
promotion of MICE tourism in Uganda was created in the Ministry of Tourism and later transferred to
UTB. This unit is to lead the development and implementation of the MICE Strategy. Currently Uganda is
ranked 6th on the ICCA MICE World ranking for meetings and conferences hosted in Africa. To promote
Uganda’s readiness on the global scale, Uganda published two articles in leading MICE magazines. To
date UTB with key stakeholders participated in bidding for conferences and succeeded in winning some
to Uganda such as: South to South Summit (G77 Submit 2020); ICASA (2021); Velocity (2022), among
others. Uganda was ranked 6th on African continent in 2019 from 10th position in 2018 in holding the
number of most MICE conferences. Figure 5 presents the top 10 African countries in holding conferences
in terms of conference numbers.
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Figure 5: Top 10 African Countries with the most conferences in 2019
Figure 5: Top 10 African Countries with the most conferences in 2019
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Figure 6: Funding Trend to UTB from Government of Uganda, UGX Billion
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2.4 Pre-Covid 19 Challenges
2.4.1 Systemic Challenges Facing Destination Uganda
a. Inadequate and unskilled manpower/personnel: The quality of personnel available to work in the tourism
sector is generally low. At lower skill levels, there are also problems given the weakness of available training
institutions. The quality of both instructors and equipment at the Hotel and Tourism Training Institute (HTTI) in
Jinja needs upgrading. Tour guides, who are arguably the single most important actor to ensure the success of a
safari holiday have consistently resisted an effort to establish standards, which would provide an incentive to seek
more training.

b. Low presence of international branded hotel operators: The country still has a shortage of quality
accommodation capacity in and around National Parks, with very low presence of international branded hotel
chains. As of June 2019, only 4 international hotel chains were operating in Uganda i.e. Marriott International
Group (Sheraton Hotel and Protea Hotel brands); Louvre Hotels Group (Golden Tulip Canaan brand); and Hilton
Garden Inn and Latitude 01. According to the Knight Frank report the top 10 African countries with branded
chains of hotels are: South Africa with 430 chains, Egypt 300, Morocco 153, Tunisia 103, Kenya 68, Mauritius 60,
Nigeria 58, Tanzania 46, Zimbabwe 31 and Algeria 28. Uganda doesn’t even feature amongst the top 15, which is
something the country must be very concerned about. Many of these chains or branded hotels prefer partnering
with country local investors who have land and some little capital as equity and local knowledge, the reason
why government of Uganda ought to give attention on growing local entrepreneurs and supporting them with
affordable financing.
c. Uncompetitive Destination: The World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC: 2018) research, forecasts
that between 2016 and 2026, the 10 fastest growing destinations for leisure-travel spending will be India,
followed by Angola, Uganda, Brunei, Thailand, China, Myanmar, Oman, Mozambique and Vietnam. These
shifts suggest that developing and emerging countries are catching up by providing better conditions.
Table 3 presents the ranking of Uganda against the East African countries over the last 8 years out of
140 countries. For some parameters especially on hygiene and safety, Uganda was ranked 136th out 140
countries compared. Ranking of Uganda regarding some of the key indicators relevant to financing of
the private sector is presented below:
a) Domestic credit to private sector % GDP ranked Uganda at 130 out of 140 countries.
b) Venture capital availability ranked Uganda at 116 out of 140 countries.
c) Market capitalization, Uganda ranked at 104 out of 140 countries.
d) Non-performing loans as % loan portfolio value, Uganda ranked 105 out of 140 countries.

Table 3: Tourism and Travel Competitiveness Index Ranking for EAC
Country
Burundi
Kenya
Rwanda
Tanzania
Uganda

2007
123
98
80
101

2009
131
97
98
111

2011
137
103
102
110
115

2013
138
96
105
109
116

2015
135
78
98
93
114

Source: World Economic Forum, Various Reports
1

Knight Frank (2019). Hotels Africa 2018: Accommodating growth in Africa
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2017
134
80
97
91
106

2018
136
93
108
114
117

2019
137
82
107
95
112

Figure 7: World Travel and Tourism Indices for Uganda (2019)

Source: World Economic Forum (2019)

Figure 7 illustrates that for Uganda to remain competitive some of the indices that are related to tourism
ought to be managed. Although, these are perceptions, they have far reaching effects influencing the
decisions of travelers and tourists.
d. Infrastructure Challenges: Whereas the Government has done much in recent years to address the
problem of poor road infrastructure there is still more work to be done. Bwindi roads are sometimes
completely blocked as a result of landslides during the rainy seasons, disrupting tourist movement.
There is also need for better air connectivity, especially for Kidepo Valley National Park, and Bwindi
Impenetrable National Park. There is also a shortage of appropriate tourism vehicles due to the high
capital investment requirements despite the existing tax incentives. Other infrastructure issues of
concern include unavailability of energy, water, ICT in key tourism sites, and lack of tourist stopover
facilities.
e. Limited to no inter and intra sectoral coordination in tourism development: This is especially true
for key sectors that are the foundation for tourism development as they support the eradication of
tourism development issues of: transport connectivity (road, air, water and rail); inadequate tourism
data collection; standards enforcement; statistics/data collection; etc. To improve coordination, UTB
has initiated regular stakeholder engagements with stakeholders within the sector and also with other
stakeholders such as UNRA, Immigration, UBOS, Bank of Uganda, URA, NSSF, URBS, UIA and others
who impact on the operations of UTB. In addition, the introduction of a tourism development program in
NDP3 will go a long way in addressing this.
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f. Quality Assurance Challenges: There is inadequate quality regulation in the sector. Maintenance of
standards and quality of service is at the discretion of the owners of the different facilities. This creates
service quality gaps that undermine growth of the sector. Whereas UTB has started classifying hotels
and lodges, its capacity is limited and the rest of the value chain actors remain unregulated and service
provision is not monitored. Local governments, regional clusters of private sector players and academia,
and the tourism ministry and UTB should be more empowered to guide, inspect and regulate the sector
if the destination is to remain competitive. All these efforts require additional funding. There are also
challenges regarding safety and rescue mechanisms in the case of certain tourist products.
g. Incomplete Regulatory framework: UTB lacks the operational regulatory framework regarding the
development and management of the tourism development Levy, Tourism Development Fund and
licensing fees for tour operators and tour guides. This has led to inability to perform mandate which is
premised on collection of revenue.
h. Market Segmentation Gaps: Inadequate market segmentation and targeted destination marketing
for both domestic and inbound markets have led Uganda’s share of the leisure and holiday segment from
key markets in America and Europe to shrink. Whereas there was an increase in arrival of leisure tourists
(composed of 20.7%) as reported above, this is still a small number compared to 75% in Kenya and
Tanzania. The leisure and holiday tourism segment not only contribute the highest expenditure, but it is
also the only category, which one can try to develop through good policies and investments2. Most of the
other categories are determined by exogenous factors – business opportunities, presence of family ties
– and are likely to increase only slowly. The largest number of visitors into Uganda was visiting friends
and relatives (35.1%), followed by those visiting for Business and professional conferences purpose
(28.7). Having three quarters of tourists as residents of East Africa raises serious marketing concerns
as to the calibre of visitors that buy the country’s tourism product. These visitors are not seen in the
protected areas and other attraction sites, and even hotels have only 29% annual occupancy, suggesting
lack of guests.
i. Accommodation Challenges in Protected Areas: The density of tourists per km2 in Uganda’s game
parks is one-tenth that of Kenya or South Africa (English & Ahebwa, 2018) indicating that there is plenty
of room to grow. Twelve new lodges are currently under development in the parks, which will almost
double the number already operating inside the parks (14). Another 15 proposals are being evaluated,
which, if they come to fruition would increase the total bed capacity from 590 to 1,355. This does not
include the many lodges located just outside the parks. This development is good for improving the
destination competiveness but also calls for aggressive marketing by UTB to ensure these facilities have
business.
j. Undeveloped and Narrow Product Range: Uganda boasts of large water bodies, the River Nile, tall
mountains, culture and heritage, diverse avian life and a strong entertainment sector but little of these
have been developed for tourism. Currently, 51% of revenue comes from wildlife products mainly through
the sale of gorilla permits. However, there are increased threats to these earnings due to challenges
of limited number of permits, dwindling stocks arising from poaching, climate change effects, humanwildlife conflicts and a number of other factors. There is need to diversify tourism products which calls
for additional resources, and/or better targeting of tourism marketing

2
English, P, & Ahebwa, W.M. (2018). How can tourism become a driver of economic growth in Uganda? The
International Growth Centre (IGC) - S-43437-UGA-1
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k. Incentives to Promote Tourism
In a bid to incentivize tourism operations in Uganda, Government has put in place a tax incentive regime
as in Table 4.
Table 4: Incentive Regime to Support the Tourism Sector
Category 1: Hotel Equipment
Washing machines
Televisions
Kitchen Ware
Carpets
Cookers; and Cutlery
Furniture
Fridges and freezers
Linen and Curtains
Air Conditioning Systems
Gymnasium equipment
Category 2: Motor vehicles for Transport of Tourists
Specially designed and built motor vehicles for transportation of tourists imported by
licensed tour operators upon recommendation by a competent authority responsible for
tourism promotion in a Partner State
Supply of lifejackets, lifesaving gear, headgear and speed governors are provided VAT
exemptions.
In order to benefit from this incentive regime, there is need for one to access affordable financing,
otherwise these may benefit only those companies with alternative financing available from outside the
country.
m. Uncompetitive Local Funding Regime for the Private Sector
As at end of 2020, there were 25 Commercial Banks and 3 Development Banks serving Ugandan financial
market. The average lending rates for commercial banks in Uganda range from 16-36% per annum which
are not conducive to long-term investments. The Development Banks, however, lend at an average of
12-16% per annum. In the case of the Afrexim Bank, although the lending rates may be affordable, the
conditions for accessing these facilities may rule out many inexperienced entrepreneurs as presented
below:
a) Minimum of 3 years’ experience in managing hotels/tourism facilities
b) Hold franchise to, and/or own solid brand names
c) Have a Global Reservation Infrastructure
d) Have African experience.
n. Over concentration of arrivals from the African Continent
Intra-EAC arrivals contribute substantially to the EAC Partner States total international tourist arrivals.
For Uganda, EAC is the leading source market with 67%. In the other countries, the EAC is the second
key source market accounting for 25% in Burundi and Kenya, and Rwanda at 43%. Europe accounts for
significant proportion for Tanzania and Kenya, that is, 38% and 30% respectively. America and Asia are
also key markets for both Kenya and Tanzania, implying these two countries have diversified sources of
their tourists unlike Uganda (see figure 8).
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Figure 8: Sources of Tourists by Regions
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2.4.2. Institutional Challenges
a. Limited staff capacity to effectively execute UTB mandate: The approved staff structure stands at 75
staff but the current wage ceiling permitted recruitment of only 39 staff (52%). This leaves 36 positions
unfilled. The gross under staffing has negatively affected the tourism interventions in Marketing, Product
Development and Quality Assurance with a resultant effect of under implementation of initiatives
under UTB mandate, Tourism Development Master Plan, NDP 2 and other related strategic initiatives.
Compared to other destinations like Tanzania which has over 100 staff at the Tourism Board, Uganda
needs to employ a critical mass of staff in order to aggressively implement the mandate as espoused
by the Tourism Act.
b. Inadequate Funding to the Tourism Board: Although funding to the Board has been increasing in
absolute terms, in proportionate terms and in comparison to similar agencies in the region, the funding
has been relatively constant at about 0.06% of total national budget in the recent years despite the
growing importance of the tourism sector in the economy. Given the small size of Uganda’s budget, this
implies that even in absolute terms (i.e. UGX 26 Bn in FY 2020/21 which is 12.9% of the sector budget),
the funding to the Board is relatively small compared to her comparators in the region. The schema3
below presents the funding trend in relative terms compared to the leading tourist destinations (Kenya,
South Africa and Mauritius). This situation has limited effective and consistent tourism marketing and
advertising in key source markets; ability to conduct product audits, classification and training of hotel
assessors, creation of tourism content, tourism research and market intelligence operations.

3
Paper presented by Boopen Seetanah, 2019: Paper Presented at Economic Growth Forum – Kampala on
Government Participation in Development of Tourism Sector.
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product audits, classification and training of hotel assessors, creation of tourism content,
tourism research and market intelligence operations.
Figure 9: Comparative Budget Support for Marketing Destinations
Figure 9: Comparative Budget Support for Marketing Destinations
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2.5 COVID-19 Impact on Tourism as a Special Challenge
3
The
spread
of coronavirus
(COVID-19)
leftPaper
businesses
around
the world
counting
costs
as virtually
Paper
presented
by Boopen
Seetanah, has
2019:
Presented
at Economic
Growth
Forum
– Kampala
on
all
Governments
aroundin the
world have
implemented
Government
Participation
Development
of Tourism
Sector. restriction policies aimed at promoting social
distancing and restricting human movement to combat the deadly virus. Uganda recorded its first case of
21measure, the Government of the republic of Uganda
the coronavirus on 21st March 2020. As a mitigation
ordered restrictions on movement of people, including use of public or private vehicles, motorcycles, and
directed closure of all schools, shopping malls, arcades, hardware shops, all non-food stores, saloons,
lodges and garages for 14 days. With such restrictions, domestic tourism which is a fall-back position
for many tourism enterprises has been virtually shut down.

2.5.1 Impact at Regional Level
It is estimated that EAC Partner States will lose up to USD 5.4 Billion for the year 2020 –considering
the prolonged closure of seaports and airports. About 6.2 Million foreign tourists may not travel to their
preferred EAC destinations. The trickle-down effects of the pandemic shall be felt across all the affiliated
industries and the rest of the economy within the region, including Uganda. The impact at the regional
level presents a cumulative effect on Uganda in the short to medium term since 69% of annual tourist
arrivals in Uganda is from the East African sub-region,
2.5.2 Impact at National Level (Uganda)
a. Impact on Accommodation sub-sector
The impact of the pandemic on the accommodation sector is such that about 894,310 beds available
per month are not being sold since April 2020. This is because accommodation facilities were closed,
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and additionally people were barred from travelling for tourism purposes. Inability to sell the beds meant
lost revenue. Occupancy levels fell from 75% in the past quarter to less than 20% by end of March, and
0% by end of April, leading to closure of the hotel sector. The smaller facilities laid of their workers and a
vast majority had unpaid wages and high costs of maintenance.
b. Impact on Tour and Travel Sub-sector
The Association of Uganda Tour Operators (AUTO) conducted a survey among its members in May 2020
and established that in 2019 alone, the members sold 23,500 safaris; they bought gorilla permits worth
UGX50.6 billion (or half of UWA’s annual revenue); employed 3,402 people and paid a total of UGX34.6
billion in taxes. As a result of COVID-19 however, the study uncovered that members of AUTO alone were
poised to make revenue losses worth UGX170 billion for 2020; they had 8,856 trips cancelled and more
11,704 trips lost (negotiations had begun). Up to 38% of the companies face likelihood of bankruptcy,
20% are facing legal suits from clients because they had made payments to partners who are not willing
to refund, and up to 63.4% face losing their good employees. Up to 88% disclosed inability to pay workers
and terminating contracts was being considered by 100% of the companies. This was particularly likely
to happen because 90.3% of companies could not afford to keep their employees for three months. Like
the safari lodges, tour companies are likely to take longer to recover primarily because they depend on
western visitors.
c. Impact on Local Community Tourism Enterprises
Local communities are communities that live adjacent to the attraction sites. The national umbrella
association for local community tourism initiatives (UCOTA) estimates about 1,000 such enterprises to be
operating in Uganda. These communities provide a number of services to tourists including community
trails, experiential activities, handicrafts, dances at lodges and others supply produce to safari lodges.
Absence of tourism business is sending the members of these enterprises to their traditional activities
of subsistence farming. More worryingly, because these individuals fully understand the geography of
the park, a number of them are likely to engage into illegal activities such as poaching. Already, UWA has
reported an increase in poaching and encroachment on the protected areas. A case in point is Bwindi
Impenetrable Forest National Park where UWA staff are increasingly reporting more snares. These are
put into the park by the local communities in search of small animals for food. Part of the reason is lack
of income and livelihood which people used to earn from tourism.
d. Impact on linkages with other sectors
The impact of COVID-19 on tourism also affected other sectors linked to it. Agriculture is one of the most
affected sectors in this case. Hotels and restaurants are some of the largest consumers of produce,
especially fresh fruits, vegetables, eggs, herbs, meat, milk and fish. The closure of hotels and restaurant
businesses meant that thousands of farmers lost market for their produce. For example, the price for
eggs fell by 10-20% generally in the country because the largest buyers, hotels and restaurants were
closed. Utilities such as water, electricity and telecommunication services were also heavily impacted by
the closure of hotels and restaurants.
e. Tourism Industry-level effects of the pandemic
Unlike other business sectors, tourism revenue is permanently lost because of unsold capacity – for
instance in accommodation – cannot be marketed in subsequent years, with corresponding implications
for employment in the sector. According to a survey conducted by UTB between 28th March and 6th
April, 2020 the findings revealed that the country could lose approximately USD 541.3 million in foreign
exchange earnings in 2020 from the tourism sector alone. Results from the study also showed that
92% of the tourism enterprises had registered client cancellations of bookings with the average cost
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of cancellations per business entity estimated at USD 41,485 (UGX 153,494,500). So far, Q2 of 2020
has witnessed a total lockdown, hence the forex earnings may decline to zero if the current lockdown
continues up to the end of June especially for international travellers.
Figures 10 and 11 present the arrivals at Entebbe Airport between January and May 2020; and visitors
to the national parks when comparing 2019 and 2020 figures for the period January to April.
10: Arrivals
at International
Entebbe International
Airport:
–May 2020
FigureFigure
10: Arrivals
at Entebbe
Airport: January
–MayJanuary
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Figure 10: Arrivals at Entebbe International Airport: January –May 2020
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Figure 11: Tourist Arrivals to National Parks – Comparative 2019 and 2020: Jan-April
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Figure 12: Monthly Foreign Exchange Earnings from Tourism, 2018 (in USD)
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f. Impact on Human Resources, Livelihoods and Community Development
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g. Impact on Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Events (MICE)
MICE in Uganda has mainly been affected by cancellations and postponement of
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4 From a recent study commissioned by UNDP Uganda Country Office (April-May 2020)
2.5.3 Impact at Institutional Level (UTB Level)

25a number of ways as below:
At the institutional level, COVID-19 also affected UTB in
4

From a recent study commissioned by UNDP Uganda Country Office (April-May 2020)
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a) All tourism expos were cancelled, like ITB Berlin (Germany); Indaba-Durban (South Africa); WTM Cape
Town (South Africa) which is recorded as underperformance on the planned activities and budget
absorption. UTB had collected participation fees from Tour operators which has to be refunded this
financial year.
b) Training of hotel assessors to prepare them to commence on classification exercise was postponed
indefinitely. This means that the Quality Assurance road map has been postponed, because
classification cannot be done until assessors are trained and certified.
c) General capacity building programme for the sector and UTB staff were all cancelled or rescheduled
d) Accreditation of tour guides suspended
e) Domestic activation paused or suspended
2.6 Strengths Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT)

Strength:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

Weakness:
Existence of strong policy and regulatory
framework
that
guide
our
operations: Tourism Policy, Tourism
Act and regulations, Tourism
Development Master Plan.
Recognition of Tourism as a key
sector contributing to the economy
Continued political stability of
Uganda
Online presence: UTB has an official
website (visituganda.com) and a
growing following on various social
media platforms i.e.
Facebook,
Instagram, Facebook.
Good working relationships with
sector stakeholders within and
outside the tourism sector
Marketing strategy 2017-2020 that
informs
destination
marketing
planning
Skilled, dynamic and committed
staff
The country’s growing recognition
as a preferred tourism destination
in Africa
Aggressive private sector that
compliments the efforts of UTB

i.
ii.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

vii.
viii.

Inadequate
staff
numbers
compared to the institutional
mandate
Incomplete
regulatory
and
licensing
framework.
The
regulations do not provide for the
licensing fees, implementation of
the Tourism Levy and the Tourism
Development Fund.
Lack of a tourism database
(information/statistics) to inform
strategy and plan design.
Destination brand identity, the
Pearl of Africa, is not well defined
Lack of tourism statistics to inform
tourism strategy
Limited
funding
by
the
Government of Uganda. The
tourism sector in Uganda is
funded a lot less compared to its
comparators in the region
High costs of doing tourism
business in Uganda that has led
to high prices
Over reliance on wildlife
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Opportunities:
i.

Threats:

Political will to support development of
i.
the tourism sector
ii.
Untapped tourism resources i.e. MICE,
culture, marine tourism, etc.
Numerous international platforms
for destination promotion and
iii.
representation
Enhanced transportation: highways,
iv.
airports/aerodromes and airlines
The expanding regional East African
v.
market under the Single Tourist Visa
Uganda own carrier: Uganda Airlines
vi.
Advances in information technology:
bookings, ticketing, data collection.
Growing private sector investment in
the tourism sector
vii.
Partnerships with Government
agencies i.e. CAA, UNRA, URSB, UBOS,
etc.
viii.
Untapped domestic tourism market
Emerging market segments in Africa,
Asia, Nordic countries and the Middle
East that are not necessarily biased by
cultural or colonial ties/considerations.
Available funding for the tourism
sector from development partners and
international bodies i.e. UNWTO, World
Bank, etc.
Available avenues for generation of
Non-Taxable Revenue (NTR)

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.

xii.

xiii.
xiv.

Uncompetitive Destination
The sector is Vulnerable to disasters
such
as
pandemics,
political
instability etc.
Climate Change
Low Infrastructural development like
roads, accommodation
Political Unrests
Conflicting Government priorities e.g.
Oil, electricity generation that may
lead to reduced funding for tourism
International Sustainable
paradigm shift.

Tourism

Economic
uncertainties
and
implications as a result COVID-19

Increased destination connectivity
and access by global airlines including
the revival of Uganda Airlines for direct
flight connections

2.8 PESTLE Analysis
The tourism industry in Uganda has been growing for decades, and showed no signs of stopping until
the onset of COVID-19 pandemic. As individuals from across the world have more money to spend than
ever before, and get to see the globe’s many wonders through social media, it’s no surprise they want
to travel. But is the outlook for the tourism industry really as bright as it seems? The PESTLE (Political,
Economic, Sociocultural, Technological, Legal, and Environmental factors) assessment framework was
used to review the tourism space and business in Uganda.
The PESTLE analysis is an analysis of the external macro environment (big picture) in which a business
operates. These are often factors which are beyond the control or influence of a business. There are a
number of positive factors impacting the tourism industry in Uganda. Regional collaborations, stable
political atmosphere, and tax incentives are all positive pros for tourism. What’s more, economic changes
like growing disposable incomes from the growing middle class across the globe, the rise of the sharing
economy are making travel more accessible. Socio-cultural factors such as social media pressure and
24
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regional integration, etc. are also aiding the tourism industry, as is the Technological factor of improved
transport. The only negative factors this PESTLE analysis has uncovered are Environmental ones. The
detailed assessment is presented in Annex 2.
2.9 Stakeholder Analysis
To fully understand the interactions involved in UTB’s operations as a tourism promoter, facilitator, and
regulator, a stakeholder analysis has been conducted to anticipate their roles and expectations according
to their categories. The stakeholders range from internal to external, some domiciled in Uganda while
others are foreign including travellers. The categorization is presented in Figure 13. A detailed presentation
of stakeholders with their roles and expectation in the implementation of the strategic plan is presented
in Annex 3.
Figure 13: A Diagram showing UTB Stakeholder Analysis
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2.10 Emerging Issues
a) COVID-19 Pandemic defining the travel and tourism industry: After COVID-19, safety considerations
in travel have become the new normal. Hygiene and health considerations will define future travels
post COVID-19 Pandemic as the new normal and Uganda takes steps to implement standard
operating procedures along all the tourism touch points for travelers if the destination is to remain
competitive. A return to pre-COVID 19 tourism requirements is not anticipated until a vaccine is found
and sufficiently large numbers of people are immunized. And, this scenario is not expected until 2022
at the earliest. Consequently, Uganda will have to focus on domestic tourism for resuscitating the
sector in the short term.
b) Rise of Nationalism in Tourism: Until now, cultural tourism has played a minor role in driving tourism
numbers. Given the realities of the post COVID environment, cultural tourism (particularly by the
diaspora Ugandans) presents a low hanging fruit to exploit.
c) Regional Collaboration: Countries in the same region will have to collaborate in their efforts to
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promote health and hygiene for safe travel by having consolidated Standard Operating Procedures.
They will further have to rely on each other’s residents as tourists, because it will be easier to travel
within the region.
d) Digitalization and Advertising of Tourism to Improve Competitiveness of Destination: Digital marketing
and advertising will define operations of most destinations including Uganda with the aim of creating
a digital footprint through extensive digital marketing and advertising on popular online and media
platforms, in all target markets. This will promote technological Innovations in the tourism sector
such as the Destination Mobile Applications, digital tourism information Centres and associated
concepts such as Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality and Artificial Intelligence in order to reach out to
more potential tourists and investors. All these initiatives are timely in the wake of COVID-19 and the
impending general elections that may bring further disruptions to the economy and tourism sector
in particular.
e) Promoting Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Events (MICE) as an important tourism product:
MICE industry has emerged in recent times as an important contributor to national economies
globally. However, the institutional set-up is weak. Support is, therefore, needed towards strengthening
the Convention Bureau, development of incentives, activations in new markets, development of
marketing/promotional collaterals and capacity building for industry players and UTB staff.
f) Creation of Personalized tourism experiences: More and more, travelers expect countries to offer
a “seamless” journey”. This implies that the country should offer a coherent customer experience
across all touch points throughout the customer journey, from discovery online through to purchase
and the tangible and intangible aspects of the experience itself.
g) Rise of Middle Class in Asia: The rise of the middle class in Asia; 90% of the middle class and 30% of
the travelers will be Asian by 2030. Previously, Uganda and other destinations in Africa relied on their
historical partners of United Kingdom, Germany and France for tourists.
h) Increased Destination Connectivity and Access by Global Airlines: Before the advent of COVID-19,
more airlines had increased their number of destinations to include many countries, implying Uganda
will be witnessing competition from a host of destinations calling for more innovative approaches to
targeting tourism.
i)

Flexible Booking Windows: Due to the uncertainty of travel with COVID 19, tourism service providers
have allowed for more flexibility in bookings to allow tourists to postpone their trips as opposed to
cancelling.

2.11 Funding to the Private Sector as part of Stimulus Package
Section (7) of the Tourism Act mandates the Uganda Tourism Board to: Manage the tourism development
levy in accordance with the best commercial practice and the objects of the Board; and Provide finance
and any other assistance to strengthen the private entities in the tourist sector where necessary and
appropriate. In light of the uncompetitive tourism business environment highlighted above, it has not
been prudent to operationalize the tourism levy since introducing a levy is viewed as adding extra costs
to the private sector. Ranking of Uganda regarding some of the key indicators relevant to financing of the
private sector is not competitive according to a 2019 report by WTTC: Domestic credit to private sector
as % GDP ranked Uganda at 130 out of 140 countries; Venture capital availability ranked Uganda at 116
out of 140 countries; Market capitalization, Uganda ranked at 104 out of 140 countries; Non-performing
loans as % loan portfolio value, Uganda ranked 105 out of 140 countries.
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CHAPTER THREE:

STRATEGIC DIRECTION
3.1. Background
This chapter presents the desired future direction of UTB and aspirations of all the key stakeholders in
the tourism sector underpinned by the new UTB guided by the vision, mission and the value statements.
The environment scan, achievements, and the lessons learnt from implementation of the last strategic
plan as presented in Chapter Two further informed the strategic future direction of this current Strategic
Plan. At the national level, the overall strategic direction of tourism development in the country has clearly
been espoused in NDP III. More to this, the Strategic Plan is also aligned to the Tourism Development
Plan objectives where the Tourism Programme Implementation Action Plan guidelines were taken into
consideration.
3.2. The Vision, Mission, Goals, Values Actions of Uganda Tourism Board
3.2.1. Vision
The Centre of Excellence in Destination Management in Africa.
3.2.2. Mission
To Sustainably Promote Uganda as a Competitive Tourism Destination for Inclusive Development.
3.2.3. CORE VALUES:
The following are the core value of the board for the next planning period;
a) Professionalism: UTB will strive to demonstrate commitment to effective performance in all its
operations by being dependable, knowledgeable, competent and ethical
b) Innovativeness: UTB will strive to incrementally create and conceptualize new processes, ideas
and services and to respond to existing challenges in different ways in order to remain competitive
and enhance efficiency
c) Teamwork: UTB will strive to synergize the team with each person working to pursue a shared
goal in the most effective and efficient way. The team will prioritize listening, collaboration and
communication
d) Integrity: UTB will strive to consistently promote transparency, honesty, trust and reliability in its
operations.
e) Sustainability: UTB will strive to achieve more with less resources
3.2.3. Strategic Goal:
Sustainably increase the volume and value of tourism in Uganda.
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3.2.4. STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIC ACTIONS
All the Strategic Interventions/Actions are developed from the Strategic Objectives as shown in Table 6.

Table 5: Strategic Objectives and Strategic Actions
Strategic
Objectives

Interventions

a) Develop and coordinate implementation of the National Tourism Marketing
Strategy: To coordinate and implement the national tourism marketing strategy,
1) To increase
the marketing department will develop a costed national marketing tourism
tourist -arrivals
strategy that will entail broad areas of marketing in the domestic, regional
(SO1)
and international market. This will widen the nation’s product offering so as to
increase visitor numbers, stay, spend, investment and job creation/employment
in the tourism sector.
b) Develop and implement a domestic marketing strategy: As part of increasing
the domestic numbers, the marketing department will develop, design and
implement a costed effective domestic tourism strategy that will significantly
change domestic tourism mind-sets, increase domestic numbers awareness
and cause the desired volume and value of domestic tourism. This will also be
in compliance with section 34(2a) of Tourism Act requiring the Board to regulate
the operation of domestic tourism in the country.
c) Conduct market research and profile source markets: Marketing Department
will work closely with the research unit and partners to undertake regular
domestic tourism survey studies to understand the tourism motivators, travel
preferences for organized and concerted tourism marketing communications
and the free independent travelers. As part of understanding the various source
markets, UTB will profile the various source markets to be able to tailor tourism
offerings, communications, generate high grade marketing collateral, translated
promotional items that appeal to the source markets. This will be done for all
source markets (current and new markets).
d) Develop and roll out the Destination Brand: As part of increasing the destination’s
competitiveness and attractiveness, UTB will develop the brand identity of the
Pearl of Africa which will be launched and rolled out domestically, regionally and
internationally in all source markets.
e) Hire Market Destination Representatives (MDRs): In the effort to create
destination awareness in the region and international markets, UTB will recruit
and or retain MDRs serving the destination in the key source markets for increased
tourism arrivals and tourism receipts. UTB will promote the destination through
select MDRs in India, Africa (Southern, Eastern and Western Africa) and the
French/Dutch speaking countries (France, Belgium, Netherlands) for increased
international tourism arrivals and receipts. The Board will further lobby for more
funds to promote the destination in the Nordic countries, Australia, and Italy to
further improve the destination’s competitiveness in the global tourism.
f) Enhance digital destination marketing: The advancement in information
technology in areas of bookings, ticketing and data collection in the tourism
sector is presenting Uganda great opportunities to tap into. The Board will
harness the power of digital marketing to reach the tourist travelers through
digital marketing campaigns, technologies and channels such as social media
marketing, mobile marketing, online PR, content marketing, virtual reality, video
and affiliate marketing collaboration with the tourism and travel trade partners.
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d)
e)
f)
g) Enhance digital destination marketing: The advancement in information
technology in areas of bookings, ticketing and data collection in the tourism
sector is presenting Uganda great opportunities to tap into. The Board will
harness the power of digital marketing to reach the tourist travelers through
digital marketing campaigns, technologies and channels such as social media
marketing, mobile marketing, online PR, content marketing, virtual reality, video
and affiliate marketing collaboration with the tourism and travel trade partners.
h) Organize and participate in Tourism Exhibitions: In bid to maintain presence in
various markets, Uganda tourism Board will continue to organize and participate
in local, regional and international expositions. The Board will use such platforms
to position the destination favourably in the domestic, regional and international
tourism landscape.
i)

Positioning Uganda as a MICE destination: UTB will develop and launch the
UCB alongside the POA brand hence making MICE a cohesive brand and easy
to communicate to the world. The launch of the bureau will help identify UCB as
the one umbrella for all MICE tourism marketing and promotion.

j)

Develop itineraries together with the private sector to increase stay and
spend: UTB will work with private sector and experts to develop innovative
itineraries that optimize tourism value by encourage longer stay and increasing
expenditure along the value chain. The packages will cater for a cross section
of interests and market segments ensuring no single tourist (local or foreign) is
left out.

k) Conduct Domestic tourism market research - profile and segment the domestic
market to inform decision making: lack of information on the domestic tourist
has been a major impediment to increasing domestic tourism. There is little
information about the needs of the domestic traveller making it had to tailor
make marketing strategies, determine pricing among other decision making.
Profiling and segmentation of the domestic market will provide much needed
information for decision making.
l)

Carry out Schools and youth outreach Programmes: As part of inculcating the
culture of tourism in schools, UTB will organize schools’ outreach programmes
to further interest the young people of Uganda with tourism knowledge and
understanding. School trips, comic stories, Newspapers in Education, Book
reading challenges, tourism galas and competitions will be organized for the
promotion of tourism among this segment as mandated by the Tourism Act
2008.

m) Undertake domestic marketing promotions: As part of actualizing the domestic
strategy, UTB will hire specialized marketing agencies such as the Digital
Marketing Agency to create innovative digital communication campaigns,
increase brand awareness, destination reputation and tap into the benefits of
digital marketing. Addition to this will be the events and experiential agency
which was recently contracted to give life to tourism events, campaigns and
expositions.
n) Develop and promote tourism in collaboration with cities and Local
Governments: The project will harness the tourism assets in each of these cities
and create specific packages for domestic travelers and inbound visitors with
limited time for upcountry travel. Profile tourism products.
o) Encourage the development and diversification of tourism products targeting
the domestic market: UTB will collaborate with tourism site owners, private
sector and other MDAs to develop and package tourism products specifically
for the domestic market.
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a) Lobby for international hotel chains to invest in Uganda: UTB will lobby on
2) To increase
different foras like Hotel Investment Conferences (like AHIF) and any other
investment and
Investment promotion drives by other agencies like UIA and MoFA to attract
job creation
investment in the country by the international hotel chains while also supporting
in the tourism
the locals to develop facilities that can conform to the tastes and preferences
sector (SO2)
of international hotel chains that prefer joint ventures with locally existing
businesses.
b) Promote domestic investment in tourism - UTB will encourage investment in
tourism through collection and provision of information on tourism investment.
UTB will also organise tourism expos and conferences for both local and
international investors Project proposals will be shared with potential, investors
donors and development partners within the sector to fast track implementation
and explore different avenues for partnerships.
c) Encourage the development and diversification of tourism products: UTB shall
work with various institutions and communities to develop and diversify products
and services that can attract tourism in the country locally and internationally.
d) Operationalize the tourism fund to enable private investors get access to
affordable finance: UTB will work with key stakeholders to establish a tourism
investment fund that gives new investors an accessible avenue to acquire
affordable finance and existing ones an avenue to obtain subvention funds. This
fund could be set up and operationalized with the same principles that apply to
micro finance and SACOO entities. UTB will reach out to these entities already
implementing small scale financing programs to formulate a professional and
well researched investment fund program.

3) Increase competitiveness
of the tourism
destination
(SO3)

a) Conduct a destination competitive study and develop a strategy to improve
destination competitiveness. Uganda ranked 112nd out 140 in the Travel &
Tourism Competitiveness Index 2019 edition. UTB will undertake a study to
determine the key challenges and develop strategies on how to improve the
selected indices.
b) Develop and implement a Public Relations strategy to improve the image of the
destination: The way Uganda is perceived by potential visitors is a key deciding
factor in whether they visit the destination and for how long. It is important for
Uganda to have a good image, to be perceived as visitor friendly to potential
tourists. A public relations strategy would guide UTB on the strategy to follow to
be well thought of in the minds of potential visitors.
c) Strengthen enforcement and adherence to tourism standards: During this plan
period, the board will ensure that all tourism operators across the chain have
developed minimum standards for operation. A well-regulated sector will go
miles in having compliant stake holders delivering not to their own interests but
to the demand of the experience required by tourists.
d) Build Capacity of stakeholders along the tourism value chain: For any tourist.
The board will strategically strive towards improving technical capabilities of
the tourism and hospitality value chain service providers so as to offer excellent
services in its quest to champion quality and excellence in Uganda’s tourism
sector.
e) Carry out classification and grading of tourism facilities: UTB will focus on
classifying and grading tourism enterprises for standardization of services
provided.
f)
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Develop a tourism crisis response strategy: UTB will undertake crisis response
to promote safety and health of both visitors and employees in the tourism sector.
UTB will also support the tourism private sector with a robust mechanism for
responding to the crisis and lobby other stakeholders to ensure that the sector
accesses financing. UTB will also work with the media to ensure responsible
reporting during crisis time.
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Mt. Rwenzori - Portal Peaks

4) To improve
collection and
access to tourism information (SO4)

a) Develop and implement a research strategy: Missing and fragmented
Tourism statistics and information is one of the major hurdles facing policy
makers in the tourism industry in Uganda. To guide coordinated and relevant
research generation, UTB will develop a costed research strategy that will
entail broad areas of research to be undertaken and the partnerships required
to actualize the generation of knowledge. This will ensure that a wide range
of information needs are attended to by the studies and research conducted.
b) Develop a Tourism Information Management System: Evaluation of tourism
related interventions has been difficult because of fragmented and missing
statistics. In collaboration with relevant Government agencies and private
sector players, UTB will facilitate the development of a Tourism Information
management system to ease access and storage of tourism related
information and statistics.
c) Partner with credible research centres and institutions to conduct research:
Tourism UTB will collaborate with Institutions of higher learning such as
Makerere University, Uganda Management Institute, Research Institutions,
and relevant government and local government actors to generate credible
tourism statistics and information. The broad areas of collaborative research
will be; tourism marketing, tourism product development, MICE, Quality
Assurance etc.
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5) To Improve
Internal
Efficiency and
Effectiveness
(SO5)

a)

Retool UTB: UTB will ensure that all staff are equipped with the necessary tools to do their
jobs while maintaining a conducive, ergonomically suitable and safe working environment
that will inspire staff to create, innovate and perform efficiently. We shall also ensure that the
UTB office space communicates our brand and is aligned with the new standard Operating
Procedures.

b)

Recruit, retain and motivate staff through improvement of salary and other entitlements
and benefits: A highly skilled and motivated workforce is necessary for UTB to achieve its
mandate, UTB is currently understaffed with only 39 out of the recommended 84 staff. In
order to address the human resource knowledge UTB will lobby the concerned government
agencies to improve staff salary and benefits to attract the best employees. UTB will also
develop a staff motivation and retention strategy to ensure that the talent being recruited is
motivated, has a clear career path therefore ensure continuity in the organization.

c)

Capacity building of UTB staff to keep update with government systems, global trends and
best practice: We shall undertake a capacity needs assessment and develop a training plan
to address the identified capacity gaps. We shall also ensure that staff engage in continuous
professional development programmes and organize trainings in current and new government
policies, procedures and systems.

d)

Develop and implement a fundraising and resource mobilization strategy to reduce over reliance
on government funding: UTB shall competent consultant to develop a fundraising and resource
mobilization strategy that provide a roadmap on how to generate financial and materials
resources locally and internationally so to enhance her sustainability and effectiveness.

e)

Strengthen Risk Management: The tourism industry operates in a dynamic environment that
involves many interconnected sectors and is highly susceptible to a number of risks. UTB intends
to improve its ability to identify, access, mitigate, monitor and review institutional and sector
specific risks. UTB will develop and implement a risk management plan that clearly details how
risks should be managed, periodically updating her risk register, and profile risks (through risk
incident tracking) as well as build capacity to the appointed risk champions at department.

f)

Enhance Corporate Governance: We shall strengthen our corporate governance framework
through induction of the Board of directors, continuous training of the Board of directors and
review and development of key policies and manuals to guide the operations of the Board of
Directors and provide guidance to Management in decision making and implementation.

g)

Meet Statutory and Legal Obligations: UTB shall work with relevant agencies to influence
implementation and reviews of relevant laws, policies and guidelines that strategic to her
existence and operations. UTB will also set service standards for staff to improve their
commitment to stakeholder expectation.

h)

Monitoring and Evaluation of the UTB Strategy and Processes: UTB shall engage in continuous
tracking and periodic assessment of her programs, projects and activities so as to achieve the
set targets and realize value for money.

i)

Improve the image of UTB: UTB will focus on improving its image through developing and
launching of the corporate identity and through improvement of service delivery across all its
functions.

j)

Develop a Human Resource Management Strategy: UTB will implement the latest developments
in human resource management space through development and implementation of a
human resource management strategy and plan to ensure that staff are performing at peak
capacity. UTB will also implement a performance management strategy and plan that seeks
to continually monitor, evaluate and improve staff professionalism and service delivery where
sanctions and reward system is in place.

k)

Develop and implement a partnership strategy: UTB shall develop a strategy to guide the choice
of partnerships with regard to mandate, responsibilities, resources and synergy. Tourism
promotion and enhancing competitiveness of the destination is an enormous task that
necessitate the participation of all key stakeholders. UTB envisages strengthening partnerships
with both public and private institutions and also taking on a co-regulatory approach to enhance
destination competitiveness and sustainability as well as reap maximum benefits of both
government-led and self-regulation mechanisms. Such benefits will include greater flexibility
and adaptability, potentially lower compliance and administration costs, ability to harness
industry knowledge and expertise to address industry-specific and community issues directly
as well as quick and low-cost complaints handling and dispute resolution mechanisms.

l)

Digitize UTB functions: Leveraging of technology will reduce time lags, improve effectiveness,
efficiency and service delivery ensuring that staff have time to continuously innovate. The
current COVID-19 pandemic has underscored the need to automate all process to ensure
continuity even when staff need to work remotely. UTB will automate all its operational
processes and information management systems in line with the latest technological
advancements but keeping in line with government policies and procedures.

3.3 Alignment of the Strategic Plan with NDP III Programmes
Through the development programmes under NDPIII, the UTB and tourism sector in general will contribute
to the attainment of NDIII as shown in Table 7. This is because tourism is a cross cutting sector.
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Table 6: Alignment of UTB Strategic Plan to NDPIII Programmes
No.

Programme

Sub Programme

Programme Goal

1

Agroindustrialization
Programme

Tourism Product
development

Aims to increase
commercialization
and
competitiveness
of agricultural
production and
agro-processing.

2

Tourism
Development
Programme

a) Tourism
Promotion and
Marketing

Aims to increase
Uganda’s
attractiveness as
a preferred tourist
destination.

b) Tourism
Product
development
c) Tourism Quality
Assurance
and Human
Resource
Development
3

Natural
a) Tourism
Resources,
Promotion and
Environment,
Marketing
Climate Change,
Land and Water b) Tourism
Product
Management
development
Programme

4

Private Sector
Development
Programme

a) Tourism
Promotion and
Marketing
b) Tourism
Product
development
c) Tourism Quality
Assurance
and Human
Resource
Development

Aims to stop,
reduce and reverse
environmental
degradation and
the adverse effects
of climate change
as well as improve
utilization of
natural resources
for sustainable
economic growth
and livelihood
security
Aims to increase
competitiveness
of the private
sector to drive
sustainable
inclusive growth.

Contribution of
Strategic Plan
Agriculture will be
targeted as one
tourism product for
both leisure and for
linkages with the direct
tourism facilities since
food is one aspect that
sustains tourism and
vice-versa.
The plan focuses on
building confidence
and attracting
more domestic,
regional, African and
international tourists
to Uganda’s tourist
attractions to increase
volume and value of
tourisms for inclusive
development

By driving tourism
traffic to natural
tourism assets, the plan
will be contributing
directly to the revenues
needed to undertake
natural resource
conservation. The
plan also strives for a
sustainable tourism
promotion and
development.
UTB plans to
strengthen
partnerships with the
private sector, support
their operations and
professionalize them to
deliver quality services
that allow them to
grow and make more
contributions to
national development
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5

Manufacturing
Programme

6

Digital
Transformation
Programme

7

Human Capital
Development
Programme

8

Community
Mobilization
and Mind-set
Programme

34

Tourism Promotion
and Marketing

Growth and expansion
of tourism is envisaged
to provide market
access to the Ugandan
manufacturing sector.
Tourism is projected as
a strong consumer of
hard and soft drinks,
processed food stuffs,
construction materials,
and lots of appliances
used in the hospitality
industry in the postCovid era.
a) Tourism
Aims to increase
The whole
Product
ICT penetration
conceptualization
development
and use of ICT
of the plan
services for social
implementation is
b) Tourism Quality and economic
hinged on digitization
Assurance
development.
of the tourism sector.
and Human
The functions of
Resource
marketing, product
Development
development, quality
assurance, skilling
and professionalizing
the sector will take
advantage of modern
ICTs to leverage
impact and results.
Skilling and re-skilling
Tourism Quality
Aims to increase
Assurance and
productivity of
of the tourism sector
human resources
Human Resource
the population
Development
for increased
across the entire value
of the sector lies at the
competitiveness
and better quality heart of the recovery
of life for all.
plan.
Aims to empower
Tourism recovery will
a) Tourism
create opportunities
Promotion and families,
communities
for the rural poor
Marketing
and citizens to
and marginalized
b) Tourism
embrace national communities to
Product
values and actively participate in
development
participate in
economic activities
and improve
c) Tourism Quality sustainable
development.
livelihoods. The
Assurance
approach to product
and Human
development, and
Resource
skilling integrates
Development
mobilization of local
communities, the youth
and women to take
centre stage in the
revamping of tourism.
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Aims to increase
the product range
and scale for
import substitution
and improved
terms of trade.

9

Public Sector
Transformation
Programme

a) Tourism
Promotion and
Marketing
b) Tourism
Product
development

10

Regional
Development
Programme

Aims to improve
public sector
response to the
needs of the
citizens and the
private sector.

c) Tourism Quality
Assurance
and Human
Resource
Development
Aims to accelerate
a) Tourism
Promotion and equitable regional
economic growth
Marketing
and development.
b) Tourism
Product
development
c) Tourism Quality
Assurance
and Human
Resource
Development

In this plan, UTB
is slated to play
a facilitative role
to ensure that the
strategic actions
and programs are
implemented to
the benefit of, and
with, the various
stakeholders across the
value chain of tourism.
A focus on product
development,
strengthening of
collaborations with the
local governments and
promotion of domestic
tourism is premised on
promotion of regional
development. This
is further anchored
on the tourism
development areas,
enshrined in both the
Tourism master plan
and the tourism policy.

Source: NDP III

In terms of alignment with the results areas of the National Development, Table 8 presents the alignment
and how the strategic objectives will contribute to these high-level results areas at the national level.
The table illustrates how different UTB Strategic Objectives shall contribute to achieving the National
Development Plan III Results.
Table 7: Aligning UTB Strategic Objectives to NDP Key Result Areas
UTB Strategic Objectives
a) Strategic Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist
arrivals
b) Strategic Objective Five (SO3): Increase competitiveness
of the destination

NDP III Key Result Areas
1) Increase annual tourism
revenues from USD 1.45 billion to
USD 1.862 billion

c) Strategic Objective Six (SO4): To improve collection and
access to tourism information
d) Strategic Objective Seven (SO5): To Improve Internal
Efficiency and Effectiveness.
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a) Strategic Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist
arrivals
b) Strategic Objective Four (SO2): To increase investment
and job creation in the tourism sector

2) Maintain the contribution of
tourism to total employment at
667,600 people (6.3% of total
employment)

c) Strategic Objective Five (SO3): Increase competitiveness
of the destination
d) Strategic Objective Six (SO4): To improve collection and
access to tourism information
e) Strategic Objective Seven (SO5): To Improve Internal
Efficiency and Effectiveness.
a) Strategic Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist
arrivals
b) Strategic Objective Four (SO2): To increase investment
and job creation in the tourism sector

3) Increase Inbound tourism
revenues per visitor from $1,036
to $1,500

c) Strategic Objective Five (SO3): Increase competitiveness
of the destination
d) Strategic Objective Six (SO4): To improve collection and
access to tourism information
e) Strategic Objective Seven (SO5): To Improve Internal
Efficiency and Effectiveness
a) Strategic Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist
arrivals
b) Strategic Objective Four (SO2): To increase investment
and job creation in the tourism sector

4) Maintain the average number of
International Tourist arrivals from
the U.S, Europe, Middle East, China
and Japan at 225,300 tourists

c) Strategic Objective Five (SO3): Increase competitiveness
of the destination
d) Strategic Objective Six (SO4): To improve collection and
access to tourism information
e) Strategic Objective Seven (SO5): To Improve Internal
Efficiency and Effectiveness
a) Strategic Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist
5) Increase the proportion of
leisure to total tourists from 20.1%
arrivals
to 30%
b) Strategic Objective Four (SO2): To increase investment
and job creation in the tourism sector
c) Strategic Objective Five (SO3): Increase competitiveness
of the destination
d) Strategic Objective Six (SO4): To improve collection and
access to tourism information
e) Strategic Objective Seven (SO5): To Improve Internal
Efficiency and Effectiveness
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a) Strategic Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist
arrivals
b) Strategic Objective Five (SO3): Increase competitiveness
of the destination

6) Increase the number of direct
flight routes to Europe and Asia
from 6 to 30

c) Strategic Objective Six (SO4): To improve collection and
access to tourism information
d) Strategic Objective Seven (SO5): To Improve Internal
Efficiency and Effectiveness
Source: UTB Strategic Plan 2020/21-2024/25 and & NDPIII Tourism Implementation

3.7. Strategic Plan Implementation Matrix
This section illustrates how UTB shall achieve her key planned Results in terms of Outcomes and Outputs
and at the attendant financial requirements based on annual projections.

Table 8: Strategic plan Implementation Matrix
STRATEGIC
To increase tourist arrivals
OBJECTIVE 1
OUTCOME: Ina) Annual tourism revenues increased from USD 1.45 billion to USD 1.862
creased tourism
billion
receipts
b) Contribution of tourism to GDP (UGX Bn)
c) Number of Inbound visitor arrivals
d) Proportion to leisure to MICE tourists
e) No. of Ugandans visiting natural and conservation sites
NO. STRATEGIC OUTPUT
INTERVENTIONS
1.

National MarDevelop
keting Strateand cogy developed
ordinate
implementation of the
National
Tourism
Marketing
Strategy

BROAD ACTIVITIES

TIME FRAME, FY
2020 /21

Hire a consultant
Stakeholder
meetings
Launch and
Printing of Strategy
Review and
update of the
strategy

2021
/22

2022
/23

2023/
24

Budget
2024
/25

1000m
100m

UGX
1000m

50m

100m

100m

250m
100m

100m

100m
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2.

Develop
and implement a
domestic
marketing
strategy

Domestic
Hire of ConsulTourism Strat- tant
egy developed
and launched Stakeholder
consultations
meetings
Launch and
printing of the
strategy

100m

100m

150m

150m

100m

100m

Review and
update of the
strategy
3.

4.

100m

50m

150m

Market
Research
Reports acquired

Purchase and
subscribe to
Market insight
reports

200m

200m

200m

200m

200m

1.o Bn

Tourism
Research
reports
published and
disseminated

Undertake Tourism Research to
inform Strategic
marketing interventions

200m

350m

400m

400m

400m

1.75Bn

Develop
Brand manual
and roll out
the Destination Brand
Brand rolled
out domestically and
internationally

Hire a firm to
develop the destination brand

Conduct
market
research
and profile
source
markets

Launch and roll
out of the brand

Stakeholder
consultative
meetings
5.

Hire Market
Destination
Representatives

MDRs recruited in all
key source
markets

Hire MDR firms

6.

Enhance
digital
destination
marketing

Digital Marketing Strategy developed
and implemented

Develop and
implement a
digital marketing
strategy

Digital marketing firm
hired

Hire a digital
marketing firm

Partnerships
with data
institutions

Establish
partnerships to
advertise with
leading OTAs
and Telecom
companies

High-resolution photos
and videos
procured.

Produce
high-resolution
photos and
videos
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2.2Bn
2.2b

4b

6b

40m

8b

400m

400m

6b

6b

40m

6b

6Bn

40m

120m

8b

8b

8b

8b

40Bn

2bn

3b

4b

5b

14Bn

400m

450m

450m

450m

2.15Bn

2b

2b

2b

2b

8 Bn

2.5b

1b

1b

1b

5.9 Bn

7.

Organize
and participate in
Tourism
Exhibitions

Uganda
showcased
at Tourism
Expos

8.

Position
Uganda
as a MICE
destination

MICE Tourism
Strategy and
business plan
implemented

Review and implement a MICE
tourism Strategy
and business
plan

9.

Develop
itineraries
Itineraries detogether
with the pri- veloped and
vate sector published
to increase
stay and
spend.

Develop itineraries and tourism
packages in collaboration with
private sector

10.

Conduct
Domestic
tourism
market research-profile and
segment
the domestic market
to inform

Domestic
tourism
Research
Reports published

Implement domestic tourism
studies

11.

Carry out
Schools
and youth
outreach
Programmes

School
and youth
outreach
programs
conducted

Carry out
Schools and
youth outreach
Programmes

Undertake
domestic
market promotions

Domestic
marketing
agencies
hired

Hire domestic
marketing agencies

Marketing
campaigns
and promotions conducted for leisure
and MICE

Undertake
marketing
campaigns and
promotions for
leisure and MICE

Advertising
space acquired

Purchase of advertising space
on print, broadcast, media and
billboards

12.

Tourism expositions and fairs
attended with
private sector

Pearl of Africa Organise the
Tourism Expo Pearl of Africa
held
tourism expo

100m

3b

3b

3b

500m

12.5n

2.4b

5b

5b

5b

5b

22.4Bn

6b

4b

2b

2b

2b

16 Bn

500m

300m

200m

200m

1.2Bn

200m

200m

1.0Bn

200m

200m

200m

200m

200m

800m

800m

800m

800m

800m

1.0Bb

4 Bn

2b

4b

4b

2b

2b

14Bn

1.5bn

3.5b

4b

4.5b

5b

18.5 Bn
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13.

Develop and
promote
tourism in
collaboration with
local and
urban authorities.

MOUs signed
and implemented with
local and
urban authorities to promote tourism

Partner with
urban and local
authorities to
promote domestic tourism

14.

Encourage
the development
and diversification
of tourism
products
targeting
the domestic market

National product development strategy
developed
and implemented

Develop and
implement a
national product
development
strategy

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2
OUTCOME:
Increased employment/jobs
created along
the tourism value
chain
NO.

15.

16.

400m

400m

400m

400m

400m

2Bn

100m

500m

1b

1b

2.6Bn

To increase investment and job creation in the tourism sector
a) Contribution of tourism to employment
b) % of Total Employment
c) Value of tourism projects licensed
d) Number of jobs planned for creation by licensed projects

STRATEOUTPUT
GIC INTERVENTIONS

BROAD ACTIVITIES

Develop
and implement a
Destination
Investment
Strategy

Tourism
Investment
strategy develop

Develop a Tourism Investment
Strategy

International
hotel chains
in Uganda

Attract international hotel
chains investment in Uganda

100m

200m

200m

Promote
investment
in tourism

Investment
conferences
organized

Organize tourism investment
conferences
and workshops
in destination
Uganda

400m

400m

400m

40
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TIMEFRAME, FY
2020 /21

2021
/22

2022
/23

2023
/24

Budget
2024
/25

UGX

100m

300m

200m

50m

750m

400m

400m

1.8
Billion

200m

17.

18.

Encourage
the development
and diversification
of tourism
products

Production
development
and diversification strategy

Develop and
implement a
Product Development and
diversification
strategy

E-tourism
products
developed

Develop digital
service centre

Operational- Regulations
ize the tour- drafted
ism fund
to enable
private investors get
access to
affordable
finance

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE 3
OUTCOME:
Increased competitiveness of
Ug anda as a key
tourist destination

20m

400m

100m

100m

100m

720m

150m

150m

150m

150m

600m

Conduct google
mapping of top
tourist attractions

550m

550m

550m

1.65 bn

Procure digital
kiosks and light
displays

550m

550m

550m

1.65 bn

Develop virtual
tours

500m

500m

500m

1.5 bn

Digitize tourism
businesses

500m

500m

500m

1.5 bn

100m

50m

50m

400m

Coordinate
enactment of
regulations to
operationalize
the tourism fund

200m

To increase competitiveness of the destination
a) Level of Satisfaction by tourist
b) Tourist service & Infrastructure Competitiveness Index
c) Health & hygiene Competitiveness Index
d) Human resources & labour market Competitiveness Index
e) Cultural resources & business travel Competitiveness Index
f)

NO.

19.

Proportion of Tourists oriented enterprises that are compliant with tourist service
standards

STRATEOUTPUT
GIC INTERVENTIONS
Conduct a
destination
competitive
study and
develop a
strategy
to improve
destination
competitiveness.

Destination
competitive
strategy developed

BROAD ACTIVITIES

Develop a destination competitive strategy

TIMEFRAME, FY
2020/21

Budget

2021
/22

2022
/23

2023
/24

2024
/25

UGX

150m

50m

150m

50m

400m
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20.

Develop
Destination
and implePR strategy
ment a Pub- developed
lic Relations
strategy to
improve the
image of
the destination

Develop and
implement a PR
strategy for destination Uganda

21.

Strengthen
enforcement and
adherence
to tourism
standards:

Enforce tourism standards
through registration, inspection
and licensing
of all tourism
enterprises

22.

Skills gap
Build capacity along assessment
the tourism report
value chain

750m

1b

1.5b

1.5b

2b

UGX.
6.75b

2.5b

2.5b

2.5b

2.5b

2.5b

12.5b

Conduct a skills
assessment
along the tourism value chain

10m

100m

Tourism value Train tourism
chain actors
value chain in
trained
standards and
emerging issues

500m

2.5b

2b

2b

2b

9b

1.14
Billion

1b

3b

1b

3b

9.14Billion

100m

200m

Tourism
enterprises
registered,
inspected and
licensed

23.

Carry out
classification and
grading of
tourism
facilities

Hospitality establishments
classified and
graded

24.

Develop
a tourism
crisis
response
strategy

Tourism crisis Develop a
response
tourism crisis restrategy desponse strategy
veloped

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 4

Conduct classification and grading of tourism
and hospitality
establishments

100m

To improve collection and access to tourism information

OUTCOME:
Bi-Annual Tourism Abstract produced and disseminated
Enhanced knowledge of tourism
products and
investment opportunities
NO.

25.

STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

OUTPUT

Develop
and implement a
research
strategy
and conduct regular
tourism
research

Strategy Developed
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BROAD ACTIVITIES

TIMEFRAME, FY
2020/21

Developed a Research Strategy

Tourism
Conduct regular
research stud- tourism research
ies conducted
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2021
/22

2022
/23

Budget
202
3/24

2024
/25

200m
200 m

800m

UGX
200m

800m

900m

900m

3.6bn

26.

Develop a
Tourism
Information Management
System

A national
tourism MIS
developed

Develop a Tourism Information
Management
System

27.

Partner with
credible
research
centres and
Institutions

# of collaborative research
studies conducted

Conduct collaborative researches on thematic
areas

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 5
OUTCOME:
Enhanced policy
and regulatory
framework for the
management and
utilization of tourism resources
NO.

28.

180m

800m

800m

800m

800m

3.2bn

To improve internal efficiency and effectiveness
a) % of strategic organizational targets achieved
b) % of Legal and Statutory obligations met on time
c) Staff Performance Assessment Score

STRATEOUTPUT
GIC INTERVENTIONS
Retool UTB

180m

UTB retooled
and equipped

BROAD ACTIVITIES

TIMEFRAME, FY
2020/21

2021
/22

2022
/23

2023
/24

2024
/25

Budget

1.5b

1.5b

2b

2.5b

2.5b

10b

UGX

Retool and equip
UTB

29.

Recruit,
retain
and motivate staff
through improvement
of salary
and other
entitlements and
benefits.

Human
resource
development
strategy

Develop and
implement a
human resource
development
strategy

3.3b

6.6b

9.7b

9.7b

9.7b

39b

30.

Capacity
building of
UTB staff
to keep
update with
government
systems,
global
trends and
best practice.

staff trained

Continuous staff
training and
professional
development

500m

1.5b

2b

2b

2b

8b

Entity management
system developed

Develop and roll
out an Entity

150m

20m

20m

20m

210m

Develop
and implement a
resource
mobilization plan.

Resource mobilisation plan
developed
and implemented

Develop and
implement a
resource mobilisation plan

100m

100m

100m

100m

4500m

31.

Management
System (EMIS)

50m
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32.

Strengthen
risk management

Risk management manual
updated and
implemented

Review and implement the risk
management
manual

33.

Enhance
Board overcorporate
sight function
governance implemented

Implement
Board oversight
function

Meet
statutory
and legal
obligations

Periodic
plans, budgets and
reports submitted

Undertake
regular planning,
budgeting and
reporting activities

35.

Monitoring
and Evaluation of UTB
strategy

An M&E
system Developed and
implemented

Develop and
implement a
monitoring
and Evaluation
System

36.

Improve the Client charter
image of
developed
UTB
and implemented

Develop and
implement a
service delivery
standard for
UTB

34.

37.

38.

Strategic
partnerships

Develop
a client
charter to
improve the
image of
UTB

44

UTB corporate brand
developed
and rolled out

Develop and roll
out the UTB corporate brand

Stakeholder
engagements
and collaborations
enhanced

Enhance stakeholder engagements and
collaborations

Partnership
strategy developed and
implemented

Develop and
implement a
partnership
strategy

Client charter
developed
and operationalized
UTB corporate brand
developed
and rolled out

Strategic Plan: FY 20/21 – 24/25

50m

100m

100m

100m

100m

450m

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

UGX
5Bn

600m

800m

800m

800m

800m

3.6bBn

250m

350m

250m

350m

950m

10m

10m

50m

10m

130m

100m

300m

600m

3BN

50m

200m

600m

600m

600m

600m

CHAPTER FOUR:

FINANCING FRAMEWORK AND
STRATEGY
4.1

Revenue Projections for the Period 2020/21-2024/2025

On account of the COVID-19 pandemic which has adversely affected the tourism sector in particular and
the economy in general, financing of the strategic plan is drawn on the assumption that the Ugandan
economy will bounced back soon to pre-COVID-19 levels, hence the strategic plan budget will grow by
10% in Financial Years 2020/21 and 2021/22 then by 20% in Financial Years 2022/23 and 2023/24. The
budget is expected to grow by 30% in FY 20204/2025. Part of the expected resources will go towards
recruiting of staff to fill the staff structure. The revenue projections are presented in the following Table
10.
Table 9: UTB Revenue Projections (UGX Bn) for the Period 2020/21-2024/2025
Budget Lines/FY
Wage
Percentage growth
Non-Wage
Percentage growth
Devt-GOU
Percentage growth
NTR (Actual)
Percentage growth
Total (GOU)
Percentage growth
Development Partners
Percentage growth
Grand total (GOU and Development Partners)

4.2

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
1.855
1.855
2.041
2.449
2.938
3.820
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
23.156
25.472
28.019
33.623
40.347
52.451
36.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.155
0.171
0.188
0.225
0.270
0.351
-256.8
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.388
0.388
0.427
0.470
0.564
0.676
20.6
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
25.167
27.886
30.452
36.542
43.851
57.006
30.4
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.000
10.831
12.531
12.531
12.531
12.531
NA
25.167

NA
38.717

NA
42.983

NA
49.073

NA
56,382

NA
69.537

Resource Mobilisation Strategy for the Period FY 2020/21-2024/2025

The strategic plan is based on the supposition that Government of Uganda (GOU) through the Ministry
of Finance, Planning and Economic Development will finance the biggest proportion of UTB budget.
From the interventions outlined in the strategy, substantial amount of resources (human and finance)
is required which is over and above the GOU indicative financing level indicated under the MediumTerm Expenditure Framework as per the first Budget Call Circular issued in September 2020. UTB will
therefore seek additional funding from Development Partners to finance the UTB development budget.
The financial requirement for FY 2020/21 is already provided mainly from GOU (UGX 26.4 Billion) and
Competitiveness Enterprise Development Project –CEDP- (UGX 8.8 Bn) totalling UGX 36.1 Bn. For the
outer years UTB will mobilise additional resources from development partners such as the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), CEDP, the European Union (EU) and GOU by writing projects
for admission to the Public Investments Plan (PIP) by the Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic
Strategic Plan: FY 20/21 – 24/25
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Development. The total budget for the five years, UGX 259 Billion with funding gap of UGX 70 Bn. The
allocation of the funds per strategic objectives and outcomes is give in Table 11.

Table 10: UTB Cost Implementation Matrix Analysis
NO.

STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

OUTPUT

ACTIONS

Budget

TIME FRAME, FY

UGX

Fund
2020
/21

1.

2.

3.

Develop and
coordinate
implementation of
the National Tourism
Marketing
Strategy

Develop
and implement a
domestic
marketing
strategy

Conduct
market
research
and profile
source
markets

46

Budget Compo- Unsenent
cured

National
Marketing
Strategy
developed

2021
/22

2022
/23

2023
/24

2024
/25

Hire a consultant

1000

Stakeholder meetings

250

Launch
and
Printing of
Strategy

100

Review
and update of the
strategy

200

Hire of
Consultant

100

100

100

Stakeholder consultations
meetings

150

150

150

Launch
and printing of the
strategy

100

100

100

Review
and update of the
strategy

150

Market
Research
Reports
acquired

Purchase
and
subscribe
to Market
insight
reports

1000

200

200

200

Tourism
Research
reports
published
and
disseminated

Undertake
Tourism
Research
to inform
Strategic
marketing
interventions

1750

200

350

400

Domestic
Tourism
Strategy
developed and
launched

Strategic Plan: FY 20/21 – 24/25

1000

Recurrent

100

1000
50

100

100

250

100

100

100

100

200

50

150

200

200

1000

400

400

1750

capital

Total
Cost

4.

Develop
and roll
out the
Destination Brand

Brand
manual

Hire a firm
to develop
the destination
brand

Brand
rolled
out
domestically and
internationally

Launch
and roll
out of the
brand
Stakeholder consultative
meetings

2200

2200

6000

4000

120

40

8000

5.

Hire Market Destination
Representatives

MDRs
Hire MDR
recruited firms
in all key
source
markets

40000

6.

Enhance
digital destination
marketing

Digital
Marketing
Strategy
developed
and
implemented

Develop and
implement
a digital
marketing
strategy

14000

Digital
marketing firm
hired

Hire a
digital
marketing
firm

2150

Partnerships
with
data
institutions

Establish
partnerships to
advertise
with
leading
OTAs and
Telecom
companies

8000

High-resolution
photos
and
videos
procured.

Produce
high-resolution
photos
and videos

5900

Uganda
showcased at
Tourism
Expos

Pearl of
Africa
Tourism
Expo
held

7.

Organize
and participate in
Tourism
Exhibitions

2200

6

6b

6b

40

6b

6b

40

120

8000

8000

8000

8000

40000

2000

3000

4000

5000

14000

400

450

450

450

2150

2000

2000

2000

2000

8000

400

2500

1000

1000

1000

5900

Tourism
12500
expositions
and fairs
attended
with private sector

100

3000

3000

3000

500

12500

Organise
the Pearl
of Africa
tourism
expo

2400

5000

5000

5000

5000

22400

22400

400
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8.

Position
Uganda
as a MICE
destination

MICE
Tourism
Strategy and
business
plan
implemented

9.

Develop
itineraries
together
with the
private
sector to
increase
stay and
spend.

Develop
itinerarItinerar- ies and
ies detourism
veloped packages
and pub- in collabolished
ration with
private
sector

1200

10.

Conduct
Domestic
tourism
market research-profile and
segment
the domestic market
to inform

Domestic
tourism
Research
Reports
published

Implement
domestic
tourism
studies

1000

11.

Carry out
Schools
and youth
outreach
Programmes

School
and
youth
outreach
programs
conducted

Carry out
Schools
and youth
outreach
Programmes

Undertake
domestic
market
promotions

Domestic marketing
agencies
hired

Hire
domestic
marketing
agencies

Marketing campaigns
and promotions
conducted for
leisure
and
MICE

Undertake
marketing
14000
campaigns and
promotions for
leisure and
MICE

Advertising
space
acquired

Purchase
of advertising
space
on print,
broadcast,
media and
billboards

12.

48

Review
and implement
a MICE
tourism
Strategy
and business plan

16000

6000

4000

2000

2000

300
500

200

200

200

2000

16000

200

1200

1000

1000

200

200

200

200

200

1000

4000

800

800

800

800

800

4000

2000

4000

4000

2000

2000

14000

1500

3500

4000

4500

5000

18500

18500
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13.

Develop and
promote
tourism in
collaboration with
local and
urban authorities.

MOUs
signed
and implemented with
local and
urban
authorities to
promote
tourism

Partner
with urban
and local
authorities
to promote
domestic
tourism

2000

14.

Encourage
the development
and diversification
of tourism
products
targeting the
domestic
market

National
product
development
strategy
developed
and
implemented

Develop and
implement
a national
product
development
strategy

E-tourism
products
developed

Develop
digital
service
centre

15.

Develop and
implement
a Destination Investment
Strategy

400

400

400

400

400

2000

2600

100

500

1000

1000

2600

600m

150m

150m

150m

150m

600m

Conduct
google
mapping
of top
tourist attractions

1.65
bn

550m

550m

550m

1.65 bn

Procure
digital
kiosks
and light
displays

1.65
bn

550m

550m

550m

1.65 bn

Develop
virtual
tours

1.5 bn

500m

500m

500m

1.5 bn

Digitize
tourism
businesses

1.5 bn

500m

500m

500m

1.5 bn

Tourism
Investment
strategy
develop

Develop a
Tourism
Investment
Strategy

300

100

300

International
hotel
chains in
Uganda

Attract
international hotel
chains investment
in Uganda

750

50

750

200

100

200

200

200
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16.

Promote
investment in
tourism

Investment
conferences
organized

Organize
tourism investment
conferences and
workshops
in destination
Uganda

17.

Encourage
the development
and diversification
of tourism
products

Production
development
and
diversification
strategy

Develop and
implement
a Product
Development and
diversification
strategy

18.

Operation- Regualize the
lations
tourism
drafted
fund to
enable
private investors get
access to
affordable
finance

Coordinate
enactment
of regulations to
operationalize the
tourism
fund

19.

Conduct
a destination competitive
study and
develop a
strategy
to improve
destination
competitiveness.

Destination
competitive
strategy
developed

Develop a
destination competitive
strategy

Develop and
implement
a Public
Relations
strategy
to improve
the image
of the destination

Destination PR
strategy
developed

Develop
and implement a PR
strategy
for destination
Uganda

Strengthen
enforcement and
adherence
to tourism
standards:

Tourism
enterprises
registered,
inspected and
licensed

Enforce
tourism
standards
through
registration,
inspection
and licensing of all
tourism
enterprises

20.

21.

50

1800

400

400

400

400

400

1800

720

20

400

100

100

100

720

400

200

100

50

50

400

400

150

50

150

50

400

6750
6750

750

1000

1500

1500

2000

12500

2500

2500

2500

2500

2500
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12500

22.

Build
capacity
along the
tourism
value
chain

Skills
gap
assessment
report

Conduct a
skills assessment
along the
tourism
value
chain

Tourism
value
chain
actors
trained

Train tourism value
chain
in standards and
emerging
issues

23.

Carry out
classification and
grading of
tourism
facilities

Hospitality establishments
classified and
graded

Conduct
classification and
grading
of tourism and
hospitality
establishments

24.

Develop
a tourism
crisis
response
strategy

Tourism
crisis response
strategy
developed

Develop
a tourism
crisis
response
strategy

Develop and
implement
a research
strategy and
conduct
regular
tourism
research

Strategy
Developed

26.

110

10

100

9000

500

2500

2000

2000

2000

9000

9140

1140

1000

3000

1000

3000

9140

100

200

200

100

Developed a
Research
Strategy

200

200

Tourism
research
studies
conducted

Conduct
regular
tourism
research

3600

200

Develop a
Tourism
Information Management
System

A
national
tourism
MIS developed

Develop a
Tourism
Information Management
System

180

180

27.

Partner
with
credible
research
centres
and Institutions

# of
collaborative
research
studies
conducted

Conduct
collaborative
researches
on thematic areas

3200

28.

Retool
UTB

UTB
retooled
and
equipped

Retool and
equip UTB

10000

25.

1500

800

110

200

800

900

900

3600

180

800

800

800

800

1500

2000

2500

2500

3200
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29.

Recruit,
retain and
motivate
staff
through
improvement of
salary
and other
entitlements and
benefits.

Human
resource
development
strategy

Develop and
implement
a human
resource
development
strategy

39000

3300

6600

9700

9700

9700

39000

30.

Capacity
building of
UTB staff
to keep
update
with government
systems,
global
trends
and best
practice.

staff
trained

Continuous staff
training
and professional
development

8000

500

1500

2000

2000

2000

8000

Entity
management
system
developed

Develop
and roll
out an
Entity

210

150

20

20

20

210

31.

Develop and
implement
a resource
mobilization plan.

Resource
mobilisation
plan developed
and
implemented

Develop and
implement
a resource
mobilisation plan

450

50

100

100

100

100

450

32.

Strengthen Risk
managerisk management
ment
manual
updated and
implemented

Review
and implement the
risk management
manual

450

50

100

100

100

100

450

33.

Enhance
corporate
governance

Board
oversight
function
implemented

Implement
Board
oversight
function

1000

1000

1000

1000

Meet
statutory
and legal
obligations

Periodic
plans,
budgets
and
reports
submitted

Undertake
regular
planning,
budgeting and
reporting
activities

Monitoring and
Evaluation
of UTB
strategy

An M&E
system
Developed
and
implemented

Develop and
implement
a monitoring and
Evaluation
System

34.

35.

52

Management
System
(EMIS)

5000

1000

3600

600

950
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5000

800

800

800

800

3600

250

350

250

350

950

36.

37.

38.

Develop and
Operationalize a GIS
system

A GIS
system
developed for
spatial
analysis
and reporting

A GIS system established and
operationalized

Improve
the image
of UTB

Client
charter
developed
and
implemented

Develop and
implement
a service
delivery
standard
for UTB

UTB corporate
brand
developed
and
rolled
out

Develop and
roll out
the UTB
corporate
brand

300

Stakeholder
engagements
and
collaborations
enhanced

Enhance
stakeholder engagements and
collaborations

3000

Partnership
strategy
developed
and
implemented

Develop and
implement
a partnership
strategy

Strategic
partnerships

130

50

10

10

50

200

600

600

600

600

10

130

100

300

600

3000

Table 11: UTB Cost Implementation Matrix Analysis
Source

Total
Cost
UGX

Funding
Gap

Annualized Estimated Costs (UGX)
Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

Donor

81,490,000,000 10,831,000,000

12,531,000,000

12,531,000,000

12,531,000,000

12,531,000,000

20,535,000,000

NTR

3,259,600,000

427,000,000

470,000,000

564,000,000

676,000,000

734,600,000

30,025,000,000 36,072,000,000 43,287,000,000

56,330,000,000

47,636,591,527

GOU

388,000,000

241,210,400,000 27,859,808,473

PROJECTED REVENUE

39,078,808,473

42,983,000,000 49,073,000,000 56,382,000,000

69,537,000,000

68,906,191,527

STRATEGIC PLAN BUDGET
REQUIREMENT

43,940,000,000

69,110,000,000

71,170,000,000

69,870,000,000

71,870,000,000

325,960,000,000

FUNDING GAP

4,861,191,527

26,127,000,000

22,097,000,000 13,488,000,000

2,333,000,000

68,906,191,527
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CHAPTER FIVE:

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
FOR IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN

5.1 Coordination Mechanism for the Plan
5.1.1 Role of the Board of Directors
Through its oversight role, the Board of Directors is responsible for the approval and delivery of the
Strategic Plan with UTB Management at the centre of its implementation within the mobilized resources
and the identified risks. The Board of Directors serves as the policy making body of the Strategic Plan
with the responsibility of approval of the initial plan and any revisions thereof. The Board of Directors
also has the responsibility for approving the annual work plans and associated budgets derived from
the strategic plan. All these will be executed within the government of Uganda guiding frameworks of
budgeting and reporting.
5.1.2 Office of the Chief Executive Officer Working with Management
The overall responsibility for implementing the Strategic plan rests with the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO). The CEO will deliver the results of the Strategic Plan through the staff in the different departments
and units of the organization. The Strategic plan will be implemented on an annual basis. From each
strategic intervention, UTB will derive annual plans and implement them with specific targets that are
measurable given the resources that will be available. At all times the CEO will ensure that efficiency,
impact, relevancy and effectiveness will be the guiding principles in the choice of priority activities within
the available expenditure framework. The M&E logical framework will be used to guide generation of
annual work plans. Staff in their respective units should always ensure that all outputs have activities
to be implemented during each year. Annual planning will always be done after organizational annual
performance reviews so as to keep learning and consistently reflect on the progress.
5.1.3 Department of Finance and Planning
In the approved UTB organization structure, the Department of Finance and Planning is charged with the
responsibility of coordinating the development and implementation of the strategic plan. The department
is also responsible for overall planning, coordination of day-to-day activities and management of
resources mobilized from government and partners to ensure that the strategic plan is implemented as
planned.
The Finance and Planning Department will periodically respond to reporting requirements such as those
from the tourism sector led by the Ministry of Tourism, Wildlife and Antiquities; Ministry of Finance,
Planning and Economic Development for budgeting requirements; Office of the Prime Minister for
regular reporting through the Government Annual (and Semi-Annual) Performance Review; Parliament
of Uganda as provided for in the Tourism Act; and Development Partners as part of the best practice in
corporate governance. These reporting frameworks will ensure that the Strategic Plan implementation
timelines are monitored and reported on promptly with areas that need to be acted upon timely.
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5.1.4 Partners
Effective execution of the Strategic Plan will require among others building of sound partnerships between
UTB and different stakeholders. All the seven (7) strategic objectives have been crafted in such a way
that their effective delivery shall be in partnership with key stakeholders. Successful implementation of
the plan will require the participation of various stakeholders given than tourism involves various partner
institutions. For instance, UTB will need to partner with the local governments and urban authorities
to support in implementation of actions such as product development, quality assurance, regional
marketing and promotion. UTB is going to develop a partnership strategy for engaging both the public
and the private sector actors within and outside of tourism space. Further partnerships will be built with
the tourism private sector associations and lead implementation partners of the Tourism Development
Programme set up by the National Planning Authority.

5.2 Sustainability Arrangements
To ensure sustainability of operations and implementation of the UTB Strategic Plan, Management and
Board will ensure that the provisions in the legal framework are implemented. Some of the provisions in
the law that will assure sustainability for UTB and implementation of the strategic plan are:
a) To encourage and promote domestic tourism within Uganda.
b) In consultation with or as directed by the Minister, to delegate to local governments the responsibilities
related to tourism commensurate with their functions set out in the Local Governments Act.
c) To manage the tourism development levy in accordance with the best commercial practice and the
objects of the Board.
If the above provisions of the Tourism Act are implemented it will be sustainable to implement the strategic
plan and continue the operations of UTB. There will be adequate resources if the provision of a tourism
levy is operationalized since there will be adequate resources for both UTB and the private sector. The
shocks the sector witnessed as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic could have been minimized using an
appropriate stimulus response.
Further, working with the local governments and urban authorities will bring in sustainability in the
tourism sector as these units are located within proximity to the tourism sites/attraction centres to
enforce standards and competitiveness within the industry.
The experience from the disruptions brought in by COVID-19 has revealed that domestic tourism if welldeveloped will lead to sustainability of the tourism industry especially if borders are to be closed due to
international shocks. UTB in the strategic plan will look forward to development and regulation of the
domestic tourism to bring in the long term benefits of domestic tourism for aid the sustainability of the
sector.

5.3 Human Resource Plan
The Board of Directors approved a Human Resource structure in November 2017. This structure would
enable UTB to achieve 100% of the objectives under its strategic plan but has not been implemented
due to a limited wage provision. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the organograms currently being implemented
and the approved one respectively. The approved structure has a total of 85 staff headed by the Chief
Executive Officer and deputized by the Deputy Chief executive officer with three Directorates including;
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5.3.1 Marketing and Product Development
This Directorate, headed by a Director consists of personnel dedicated to developing and maintaining the
destination brand, marketing and product development.
5.3.2 Finance and Administration
The Directorate is responsible for finance, Human Resource, IT and administration. It is headed by a
director who supervises managers, senior officers, officers, among other staff categories.
5.3.3 Quality Assurance, Research and Planning
This Directorate is responsible for compliance and standards, planning and research and licensing and
registration. It is headed by a director who supervises 3 managers, 4 senior officers and 13 officers.
There are other units that support the functions of UTB and report directly to the CEO. These include
legal, procurement, Internal Audit and Public Relations.
The Human Resource as shown in the organogram above has not been fully implemented due to lack of
finances. It provides for a staff of 85, but UTB is operating with a staff of 39. UTB has tried to fill in the
staffing gap by working with volunteers and interns and also working in partnership with stakeholders.
However, the staff structure will need to be filled if UTB is to achieve the objectives set in the strategic
plan.

The Karamojong Dance
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CHAPTER SIX:

COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK
STRATEGY
6.1. Introduction
Communication management is a critical facet in ensuring successful implementation of any Strategy.
A Communication plan has therefore been developed to support the implementation of the strategic
plan. The Communication Plan will enable the strategic plan to be disseminated and feedback generated
to inform decision making and responses to bring UTB key stakeholders to be part of the strategic plan
implementation.

6.2 Prepare for Communication and Change Management
Understanding the environment and the key persons impacted is the first step in managing the change
and communication process needed to for the Strategic Plan. Key here is the stakeholder matrix. The
matrix highlights the process of Stakeholder identification, how they are impacted, how UTB will mitigate
the impact, who will mitigate the impact, who can stop the change and strategies required to mitigate
the negative consequences.

6.3 Managing Communication and the Change Process
Prior to sign off, intense change management activities must kick in. Development of the following
plans with costs and timeframes is key; Communication plan and Training/coaching plan. There is
need to gain total buy-in from all staff, in that regard, a combination of methods will be deployed to get
acceptance. These include; customized strategic communications, stakeholder engagements, use of
different communication platforms among others. Evaluation of the buy-in will be obtained from the M
& E reports conducted as per set timelines. Feedback on adaptability will be used by the communication
team to advise new mechanisms to facilitate adoption. Remedial action can therefore be taken promptly
ensuring the attainment of the new objectives. Activities to be undertaken include; Proactive collection of
feedback from staff and key stakeholders, Identification of gaps and areas of resistance, implementation
of corrective actions and celebration of successes from the implementation of the strategic plan.

6.4 Key Stakeholders:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Internal Stakeholders
Government Stakeholders (Executive/MDAs, Legislature, Judiciary & Local Governments
Private Sector Stakeholders
Tourists (Domestic & International)
Investors (Domestic & International)
The Media
Regional Sister Agencies
Development Partners & Civil Society
Academia & Educational Institutions
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Table 12: Specific Communication Objectives and Measurement Framework
AUDIENCE
TASK

SPECIFIC
COMMUNICATION OBJECTIVES

AWARENESS

Differentiate and
• Increase in top
of mind and
drive top of mind
prompted awareawareness about
ness about DesUganda, the Pearl
tination Uganda
of Africa by showas a competitive
casing our unique
tourism Destinaattributes/attraction
tions and competitive advantages for visitors and
investors.

KEY OUTCOME

IMPACT TO BE MEASURED

MEASUREMENT
TOOL TO BE
USED

• Increased awareness
about Brand Destination
Uganda in key market
segments (domestically,
regionally & internationally).
• Increased efficiency of
our media channels as
reflected by increases
in the number of critical
stakeholders reached in
key markets (domestically,
regionally & internationally). This will be measured
by:

• Weekly/Monthly/Quarterly &
Annual Media
& Digital Monitoring Reports
• Brand (Destination Uganda
And Corporate
UTB Brand)
Health Survey

Quantitative Measurement
i. The number of media
stories in media houses
with the widest reach in
key source markets.
ii. Increased Share of Voice/
Ink in key source markets,
versus competition
iii. Increased Awareness
about Destination Uganda
in key source markets
iv. Increased website traffic,
impressions and reach to
UTB digital platforms.
v. Increased value of coverage received as measured
by Advertising Value
Equivalent (AVE) and PR
Value
vi. Reduced cost per 1,000 in
major media platforms
Qualitative Measurement
i. Increased number of
prominent positive stories
in leading media houses in
key source markets
ii. Improved messaging
consistency and integrity
consistent with Destination Uganda positioning.
iii. Improved Awareness
Scores on both the Destination Uganda & UTB
Corporate Brands
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FAMILIARITY
(Knowledge)

Stimulate consideration to
travel to and or
invest in Uganda
by consistently
‘educating’ them
and improving
knowledge on
our key products
and investment
opportunities.

i. Improved prodIncrease in stakeholder famil- • Sentiment analuct knowledge
iarity scores as represented
ysis contained
about Destination by:
in the Weekly/
Uganda
Monthly/Quari. Improved destination and
ii. Improved knowlterly & Annual
product knowledge as repedge on Doing
Media & Digital
resented by an increase in
business/investMonitoring
factual and positive reporting in Uganda’s
Reports
ing about UTB and Brand
tourism sector
• Brand (DestiDestination Uganda both
nation Uganda
in the mainstream media
And Corporate
and new media.
UTB Brand)
ii. Increased investor knowlHealth Survey
edge about investment
opportunities and incentives for investing in the
Ugandan tourism sector.

FAVOURABILITY (perception)

Positively influence tourists’, the
travel trades and
investors’ perceptions about Destination Uganda
by consistently
driving comparative benefits/advantages as well
as appealing to
specific traveller’s
and or investors
interests and
passions.

Increased number
of stakeholders who
think Uganda is a
competitive destination for tourists and
tourism investment

TRUST

Raise stakeholder
recognition of
UTB’s successes in increasing
Awareness,
Familiarity and
Favourability
of Destination
Uganda by proactively identifying,
documenting
and celebrating
these successes,
and leverage to
Position UTB
as a Centre of
Excellence in Destination Management.

Improved scores of UTB as
a sustainable and trusted
Improved knowledge organization- a centre of exand perceptions
cellence, as measured by the
about UTB as a
proportion of stakeholders
leader in Destination who think, UTB:
Management
• Has great products that
offer value for money
(Destination Uganda)

Increased favourability scores
as measured by
• Improved stakeholder
ratings of Destination
Uganda.
• Increased positive coverage and online positive
sentiment especially on
social media and blogs.
• Reduced negative sentiments in both mainstream
and new media
• An increase in earned media, engagement online

• Sentiment analysis contained
in the Weekly/
Monthly/Quarterly & Annual
Media & Digital
Monitoring
Reports
• Brand (Destination Uganda
And Corporate
UTB Brand)
Health Survey
• Sentiment
Analysis
• Brand (Destination Uganda
And Corporate
UTB Brand)
Health Survey

• Is innovative and exemplary
• Provides value for money
on resources given to it;
• Has great and knowledgeable people- is a thought
leader.
• Is a good corporate citizen and socially responsible and has greater
social-economic impact
& shared prosperity on
society
• Is a good employer and is
good to do business with
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ADVOCACY

Build a growing
community of
satisfied stakeholders (both for
the brand Destination Uganda
and UTB) motivate them and
support them to
tell their Ugandan
story.

Increase in positive
earned media in
traditional and new
media across key
Destination Uganda
source markets

Increase in the number
of stakeholders willing to
recommend/endorse Destination Uganda and UTB as
measured by:
• Increased referrals and
word of mouth about Destination Uganda;
• Increased positive mentions and testimonials
about Destination Uganda
and UTB
• Increased positive, nonpaid for media coverage in
third party media platforms
(Earned media and Earned
Reach)

• Sentiment
analysis contained in the
Weekly/Monthly/Quarterly &
Annual Media
& Digital Monitoring Reports
• Net Promoter
Score

6.5 Key Strategic Considerations
a) In order to position itself as a Centre of Excellence in Destination Management- UTB must refocus
its communications approach, on a 70/30 ratio, to focus more on product (Destination Uganda)
communications, not only because this is what drives the business objectives espoused in the
strategy but also the business objectives of a majority of our influential stakeholders. The reputation
of Destination Uganda and how well it is communicated is inexorably linked to the reputation of UTB.
Communicating it successfully will significantly shift stakeholder perceptions of UTB.
b) UTB needs to invest significantly in expanding the internal PR resources to effectively manage the
robust communications for both the product brand and corporate brand.
c) Over and above the existing reliance on third party media sources for running its message and
content, UTB should consider investing in its own robust content development and distribution
platforms- with the UTB websites being the mother source. To increase reach, UTB will allocate
resources to boost reach for this content in the key source markets. This will not only drive traffic but
also create a base for driving business conversion for the private sector.
d) In line with (b) above, UTB will consider retaining a global agency for distributing content such as
photos, videos and press releases to more media houses across the world in various languages. We
do recommend the APO Group, a leading Pan-African communications press release distribution
service.
e) The PR role will be expanded to include managing out-of-country PR roles especially the MDRs to
ensure messaging integrity.
f) UTB will expand both breadth and frequency of media relations and training as well consider key
initiatives as media grants and media awards as a key motivator for increased positive sector
coverage.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:

RISK MANAGEMENT AT STRATEGIC
LEVEL
7.1. Introduction
Risk is any uncertainty about outcomes or future events which can be either positive or negative. A
negative risk is anything which prevents an organization from achieving its stated goals and objectives.
To ensure that the goals and objectives of Uganda Tourism Board are achieved, risks are always identified
and managed. The role of the risk management function is to assist in identification, quantification
and assessment of risks and recommend options for managing them to protect the organization’s
interests and increase the likelihood of achieving its stated targets and objectives. This role includes the
continuance of managing the risks along the broad categories of Strategic, Operational, Compliance,
Financial, Reputational and People’s risks. The current UTB risk management framework was approved
in May 2020.

7.2. Risk Governance at Uganda Tourism Board
A fitting governance structure is an evident prerequisite for managing risks effectively. At UTB, the
Board through the Audit and Risk Committee retains the ultimate responsibility for ensuring that the
risks are adequately managed throughout the organisation, notably through the delegation of authority
to UTB Management – by providing clear guidance with respect to policies and processes for day-today operations. Furthermore, the responsibility for implementing the risk framework which addresses
inherent risks is entrusted to the Managers (the risk owners), while the monitoring of the entire risk cycle
is exercised through the Senior Auditor who ensures that risk management conforms to the approaches
set out in the Risk Management Framework of the Board. The risk management approach for the
strategic plan follows the same risk governance structure at Uganda Tourism Board.

7.3. Risk Management at the Departmental Level
Any risks identified ought to have risk owners, who are the heads of department. The process flow
involves the Departments submitting their risk reports (Risk Logs) to the appointed Department Risk
Coordinator. The Risk Coordinator in turn provides a risk report to the Manager on a monthly basis. The
high level risks are then escalated to the Management for guidance. Management may then escalate the
identified risks to the Board Committee for further guidance. Risk types have been categorized into six
(6) main areas as follows:
a) Strategic Risks: –Risks associated from the pursuit of an unsuccessful business plan.
b) Operational Risks: –These risks result from inadequate or failed internal processes, systems or
external events.
c) Financial Risks: –These are risks that result from inadequate financial management.
d) Compliance Risks: – These are risks arising from non-compliance with laws, regulations, internal
policies and procedures and ethical standards.
e) Reputational Risks: –Are risks where there is the possible loss of the organization’s reputational
capital or trustworthiness. Such damage may result from a breakdown of trust, confidence or
business relationships.
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f) Environmental & Social Risk: - Are risks are broadly defined as the possibility of UTB suffering
reputational or financial harm from transactions or activities such as Projects that involve a party
associated with environmentally or socially sensitive activities.

7.4. Top Risks for Mitigation in the Strategic Plan
At all times, UTB will profile and report on the top risks that may hamper the achievement of the targets
of the strategic plan. Table 5 gives the risks identified during the strategic plan compilation that will be
managed and profiled from time to time through an appropriate reporting mechanism.

7.5. Risk Reporting
All staff are expected to be aware of risks and therefore to report any risks incidence to the risk
representatives for recording into the risk logs as soon as the risk occurs. The risks are recorded by use
of the following tools:
a) Risk Management Profile/Report: Consolidation of the risk logs for Management and Board. Risk
profile reporting will be done on a quarterly basis, providing an overview of the risk status to
the Board on a quarterly, by reporting on risks that have occurred, changes in risk indices and
whether the stated actions to address the risks are working.
b) Risk Register: UTB will design a comprehensive documentation of all risks across the organisation
and the appropriate mitigation strategies. It is a universe of all actual and potential risks to the
Board and a record of the measures put in place to address the risks. It specifies the risk type,
the risk category, control strategies and responsible institutions. This register will be updated
annually in order for the Strategic Plan to stay on course over the planning horizon. The strategic
plan risks will be embedded in the overall risk framework of Uganda Tourism Board.

Kampala at night
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Table 13: Risk Profile Matrix for UTB Strategic Plan

2.

Strategic

1.

Risk Type Risk Description

Compliance

#

3.

Risk Cause

a. Inadequate funding to
UTB

Under performing
economy due
to covid-19 and
other economic
disruptions

a. Failure to achieve full
compliance with the
Tourism Act.

Outmoded
provisions in the
legal framework

Risk Magni- Treatment/Mititude
gation Measures
Advocacy
and lobbying
with GOU and
Partners

Risk
Owner
Board

Board

b. Delay in amending
Tourism Act.

MTWA

Financial

a. Cost of litigation

Operational

4

5.

b.

a. Onset of national
or international crises
(COVID-19)

Failure to institute
a risk/crisis
culture

Develop a crisis
management
plan with key
stakeholders

b. Inadequate
cooperation from
stakeholders

Misunderstanding
of regulator’s
mandate

Develop and
implement a
partnership
frameworks

c. Failure to meet
stakeholders
expectations

Misunderstanding
of regulator’s
mandate

Advocacy

d.Geopolitical risk

Trans border
disagreements

Develop a crisis
State
management
plan and crisis
team established

High staff
turnover.

Motivate staff
and enhance
skills

Low MTEF

Lobbying and
Board
working with DPs

People

a.

Reputational

6.

Limited MTEF for
Plan

Lapse in service and
loss of valuable skill
due to low pay.

b. Inadequate staff
levels

All

Board

a.

Poor destination
reputation

Negative press
reporting

Advocacy

Board

b.

Uncertainty of
business continuity

Government Shift
Policy

Advocacy

Board
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CHAPTER EIGHT:

MONITORING AND EVALUATION
FRAMEWORK
8.1. Monitoring and Evaluation Arrangements
To ensure that the interventions remain on track and that the set objectives and results are achieved,
the Strategy will be monitored for progress and evaluated through partnerships with all stakeholders
involved in implementation. Data collection and compilation procedures will be aligned to the third
National Development Programme (NDP III), the Tourism Sector (Programme) Plan, Programme
Based Budgeting System (PBS) as elaborated in conjunction with the Ministry of Finance, Planning and
Economic Development; and the Office of the Prime Minister.
The M&E plan will be based on the Logical Framework approach (LFA), through which objectively verifiable
indicators (OVIs) are defined for each of the results (Objectives/Outcomes and Outputs) based on the
vertical and horizontal logic between them. To align the strategy M&E plan with national monitoring
systems of the NDP III, the indicators were selected to closely match national level statistics. The means
of verification (MoV) will be existing data sources and national statistics (budgets, stakeholder feedback,
results of focus group discussions/Tourism Programme Working Group, project documents, surveys,
research reports, annual and partner reviews, monitoring and evaluation reports, local, national and
global statistics and data).
The M&E calendar has been designed to match the availability of the national statistics, with the midterm review planned for 2022 and end-term evaluation planned for 2025 heavily reliant on the annual
statistics of those respective periods.
8.2 Progress Reporting and Performance Reviews
UTB will respond to all the available reporting requirements, by internal or external stakeholders. Internally,
there is an internal client service requirement where reporting timelines have all been mapped. This will
ensure that timely reporting timelines are adhered to. Externally, there are reporting requirements to the
Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development through the Programme Budgeting System
(Quarterly), the Office of the Prime Minister through the Semi-Annual and the Annual reporting (GHAPR/
GAPR). UTB will also periodically provide progress reports to Tourism Programme Working Group as well
as the Annual Performance reporting to Parliament as part of the statutory requirement.
a. Annual Performance Reviews: Annually, performance reviews will be organized for staff and Board
of Directors to reflect upon the strategies and actions of the previous period and to plan for the next
period. Reviews will be conducted to encompass the key Programme areas of UTB and their alignment
to national aspirations, risks encountered and financials. Additionally, UTB will participate in the Annual
Sector Review to share progress on the implementation of the annual work plans and receive feedback
from key stakeholders.
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b. Mid-term review: The Midterm Review will be conducted to draw lessons from implementation of the
plan and inform the remaining plan period. The midterm review will be facilitated by UTB and will follow
guidelines issued by the National Planning Authority on Mid Term Reviews (MTR). The planned timing of
conducting the Midterm Review will at the end of FY 2022/23.
b. End of term evaluation: UTB will contract an external firm or individual to conduct the end term
evaluation of this plan at the end of the implementation period in 2025. The main aim of the evaluation
will be to document the final impact and outcomes, relevance, cost-effectiveness and sustainability of
UTB activities over the course of the strategic plan. The evaluation will also entail an analysis of reasons
why certain results have been achieved and not others and to derive lessons for possible policy revision
and to aid preparations for the next strategic planning process.
8.3 Results Framework
Table 14 gives the Results Framework for assessing the Strategic Plan at outcome level. The output
measures are given in Annex 4.
Table 14: Results Framework Outcome Level
GOAL /
OBJECTIVE

OUTCOME

Indicator

Baseline

FY
2020/21

Goal: Sustainably
increase
the volume and
value of
tourism in
Uganda

Increased
attractiveness of
Uganda as
a tourist
destination

Annual tourism revenues
increased from
USD 1.45 billion
to USD 1.862
billion

US$1.42
billion

US$1.0
billion

Contribution of
tourism to total
employment
maintained at
667,600 people
(6.3% of total
employment

667,000

Proportion
of leisure to
total tourists
increased from
20.1% to 30%
Average number
of International
Tourist arrivals
from the U.S,
Europe, Middle
East, China
and Japan
maintained at
225,300 tourists

FY
2022/23

FY
2023/24

US$1.2
billion

US$1.6
billion

US$1.7
billion

US$1.862
billion

400,000

480,000

500,00

600,000

667,600

20.1%

20.5%

22.9%

25%

28%

30%

225,300

112,650

168,975

185,973

204,560

225,300

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

Average length
8.3
of stay increased
from 8.3 to 11
nights

FY
2021/22
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FY
2024/25
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Climb Mt Rwenzori - Uganda’s
winter wonderland
Objective
1: To
increase
tourist
arrivals

Increased
tourism
receipts

Annual tourism revenues
increased from
USD 1.45 billion
to USD 1.862
billion

US$1.42
billion

US$1.0
billion

US$1.2
billion

US$1.6
billion

US$1.7
billion

US$1.862
billion

Contribution of
tourism to GDP
(UGX Bn)

8,364.6

5,828.06

7,504.21

9,394.02

11,519.76

13,905.79

1,505,669 1,214,008

1,239,591

1,515,335 1,594,389

1,677,568

Number of
Inbound visitor
arrivals
Proportion to
leisure to MICE
tourists

Objective
2: To increase investment
and job
creation
in the
tourism
sector

66

Increased
employment/jobs
created
along the
tourism
value chain

Number of Domestic visitors to
National Parks

159,404

165,665

172,173

178,937

185,966

Number of Domestic visitors to
UWEC

354,744

368,679

383,162

398214

413,857

Number of Domestic visitors
to Source of the
Nile

52,660

54,729

56,879

59,113

61,435

Contribution to
Employment

667,600

400,000

480,000

500,00

600,000

667,600

% of Total Employment

6.7%

6.9%

7.3%

7.6%

7.9%

8.2%

Value of tourism
projects licensed

USD
1.21Bn

US$1.8
billion

US$2.2
billion

US$2.
4billion

US$2.8
billion

USD 3Bn

Number of jobs
planned for creation by licensed
projects

25,627

26,000

27,000

28,000

29,000

30,000
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Objective
3: To
increase
competitiveness
of the
destination

Increased
competitiveness of
Uganda as
a key tourist
destination

Level of Satisfaction by tourist

82.8%

Tourist service
& Infrastructure
Competitiveness
Index

2.3
(124/140)

Health & hygiene
Competitiveness
Index
Human resources

84%

86%

88%

90%

90%

2.9
(110/140)

3.4
(90/140)

3.4
(90/140)

2.5
(136/140)

3.1
(115/140)

3.6
(95/140)

3.6
(95/140)

4.1
(98/140)

4.4
(71/140)

4.5
(69/140)

4.5
(69/140)

Cultural resources & business
travel Competitiveness Index

1.5
(81/140)

1.7
(73/140)

1.9
(61/140)

1.9
(61/140)

Proportion of
Tourists oriented
enterprises that
are compliant
with tourist service standards

N/A

40%

50%

60%

65%

70%

& labour market
Competitiveness
Index

Objective
4: To
improve
collection and
access to
tourism
information

Enhanced
knowledge
of tourism
products and
investment
opportunities

Bi-Annual Tourism Abstract
produced and
disseminated

0

2

2

2

2

2

Objective
5: To
Improve
Internal
Efficiency
and Effectiveness

Enhanced
policy and
regulatory
framework
for the
management and
utilization
of tourism
resources

% of strategic
organizational
targets

80%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

% of Legal and
Statutory obligations met on
time

90%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Staff Performance Assessment Score

73%

75%

78%

81%

84%

85%

Achieved

(2019)

Results Framework Output Level

Strategic Plan: FY 20/21 – 24/25
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STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

OUTPUT

Performance Indicator

Develop and imple- Domestic
ment a domestic
Tourism Stratmarketing strategy egy developed
and launched

Conduct market
research and
profile source
markets

Develop and roll
Brand manual
out the Destination developed
Brand
Brand rolled
out domestically and
internationally

2.

3.

4.

Ugandan
Embassies/
Mission branded and Staff
trained

8

8

-

10 foreign missions branded with
the national brand
8 Ugandan foreign missions in
Africa branded and used to collaborate marketing activities

30

44 Ugandan Embassies/ Mission
Staff trained in support tourism
marketing and handling by 2025

Inflight Magazines (per Quarter in 2
magazines per country) produced

50000

50000

Branded Destination collateral
such as E-brochures,

4

4

100

1

2

-

-

-

-

FY 2021
/22

Number of Brand Campaigns
conducted

1

1

1

FY
2020
/21

1

FY…

Baseline

Number of Brand manuals developed

Market ReNumber of studies conducted
search and
profile sources
conducted

Domestic strategy developed

Develop and
National Mar- Marketing strategy developed
coordinate imple- keting Strategy
mentation of the
developed
National Tourism
Marketing Strategy

1.

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO.

4

4

200

8

50000

1

-

-

-

-

FY
2022
/23

TARGET

2

250

8

50000

1

-

-

-

-

FY
2023
/24

-

500

8

50000

-

-

-

-

-

FY
2024/
25

Means
of verification

Assumptions

MARKETING

MARKETING

Responsible
person

Strategic Plan: FY 20/21 – 24/25
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STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

OUTPUT

Performance Indicator

5.

Hire Market Destination Representatives

7

Advertising and Promotion in key
Print and Broadcast media in the
13 key source markets undertaken

8

7

13

8

7

5

8

FY 2021
/22

7

FY
2020
/21

7

FY…

Baseline

Fam trips for influential personalities EAC member states and the
selected African countries of 7
Pax per country organised per
year

13 Travel trade and media familiarization trips per year

MDRs recruitNumber of MDR firms in key
source markets hired
ed in all key
source markets Travel advisor education programmes in the 13 markets
undertaken, educating insurance
firms, outbound tour consultants,
journalists, and tour leaders
about destination Uganda

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO.

10

7

13

10

10

FY
2022
/23

TARGET

13

7

13

13

12

FY
2023
/24

13

7

13

13

12

FY
2024/
25

Means
of verification

Assumptions

MARKETING

Responsible
person
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STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

OUTPUT

Performance Indicator

6.

Enhance digital
destination marketing

50

Translated Video content produced for the Uganda foreign
Missions
Number (by categories) of Electronics (TVs, LED screens) and
Display kiosks to display tourism
content in 10 select embassies

1,000

Number of videos and photos
procured

High-resolution photos
and videos
procured.

4

Online Adverts (4 Quarters)
executed
8 partnerships between the
government of Uganda and outbound travel agents (online and
offline) signed to run targeted
promotional campaigns in each
of the 13 targeted markets.

1

1

3

1

1

FY
2020
/21

Number of digital firms hired

FY…

Baseline

Partnerships
with data institutions

Digital marketing firm hired

16 Virtual reality shows produced

Digital Market- Digital Strategy Developed
ing Strategy
developed and National tourism website re-developed
implemented
Search Engine Marketing, Search
Engine Optimization undertaken
on 5 major search engines

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO.

4

50

50

2

4

1,000

8

4

1

4

5

FY
2023
/24

50

1,000

6

4

1,000

4

1

4

5

FY
2022
/23

4

1

4

5

FY 2021
/22

TARGET

50

1,000

8

4

1

3

5

FY
2024/
25

Means
of verification

Assumptions

MARKETING

MGMT

MARKETING

Responsible
person
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STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

OUTPUT

Performance Indicator

8.

7.

Position Uganda
as a MICE destination

Organize and participate in Tourism
Exhibitions

MICE Tourism
Strategy and
business plan
implemented

MICE Tourism Strategy and business plan reviewed and implemented

Number of Uganda nights and
destination activations in key
source markets supported

1

5

6

Number of renewed members
ships and activations

Renewed
membership
renewal and
Activations at
USTOA, CATO,
East Asia Tour
Operators
Association,
British Tour
Operators Association and
African Tourism markets &
Subscription

Make contribution towards Uganda
nights and
destination
activations
in key source
markets

1

Number of Expos held

Pearl of Africa
Tourism Expo
held

FY
2020
/21

1

FY…

Baseline

Uganda
8 International expos attended
showcased at
Tourism Expos

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO.

1

5

6

1

3

FY 2021
/22

1

5

6

1

2

FY
2022
/23

TARGET

1

5

6

1

2

FY
2023
/24

1

5

6

1

0

FY
2024/
25

Means
of verification

Assumptions

UCB

MARKETING

Responsible
person
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STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

OUTPUT

Performance Indicator

Develop itineraries
together with the
private sector to
increase stay and
spend.

Conduct Domestic
tourism market
research-profile
and segment the
domestic market
to inform

9.

10.

20

20

Number of private sector firms
supported to package and promote thematic multi-country tour
products

1

5

2

5

FY 2021
/22

Niche marketing for 5 select tourism segments: Birding, Mountaineering, Adventure, faith tourism
and ecotourism undertaken

FY
2020
/21

5

FY…

Baseline

Number of Itineraries developed

Domestic tour- Number of Domestic tourism
ism Research Research Reports
Reports published

Private sector
supported to
jointly package
and promote
thematic
multi-country
tour products
and thematic
events in EAC
destinations

Itineraries
developed and
published

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO.

1

20

5

5

FY
2022
/23

TARGET

20

5

5

FY
2023
/24

1

20

5

5

FY
2024/
25

Means
of verification

Assumptions

MARKETING, RESEARCH.
M&E

MARKETING

Responsible
person
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STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

OUTPUT

Performance Indicator

12.

11.

Undertake domestic market promotions

Carry out Schools
and youth outreach
Programmes

Number of primary and secondary schools reached

Support development of applications for promoting
domestic tourism.

Advertising space
acquired

2 B2B engagements
between the operators, the corporate
companies, government agencies
and development
partners for special
rates for corporate
team building activities, and return
guests afterwards
in country-side
sites organised per
year.

Marketing campaigns and promotions conducted for
leisure and MICE

3
1

1 Digital application for promoting domestic tourism developed
and rolled out

3

2

2

250

FY 2021
/22

3 Sponsorship of Travel Shows
in Uganda

Number of print and digital Advertising spaces acquired

1

Number of engagements supported

2

1

100

FY
2020
/21

2

FY…

Baseline

10 domestic promotional campaigns carried out by 2025

Domestic market Number of Domestic market
promotion under- promotions undertaken
taken
2 Domestic Tourism Media Fam
trips per year conducted

School and youth
outreach programs conducted

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO.

3

2

2

2

350

FY
2022
/23

TARGET

3

2

2

2

250

FY
2023
/24

3

2

2

2

250

FY
2024/
25

Means
of verification

Assumptions

MARKETING

Responsible
person
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STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

OUTPUT

Performance Indicator

Encourage the
development and
diversification of
tourism products
targeting the domestic market

14.

E-tourism
products developed

National product development strategy
developed and
implemented

MOUs signed
and implemented with
local and urban authorities
to promote
tourism

-

1

Product development strategy
developed

4 new tourism products marketed by 2025
No. of e-tourism products developed

50

50 District tourism officers
trained in marketing per year

1

1

50

4

4

Number of Corporate Social Responsibility activities conducted
in 4 tourism regions

FY 2021
/22

8

FY
2020
/21

Number of MoUs signed with
local and urban authorities to
promote tourism

FY…

Baseline

Objective Two (SO2): To increase investment and job creation in the tourism sector

Develop and promote tourism in
collaboration with
local and urban
authorities.

13.

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO.

1

1

-

50

4

-

FY
2022
/23

TARGET

2

1

-

50

4

-

FY
2023
/24

2

0

-

50

4

-

FY
2024/
25

Means
of verification

Assumptions

MARKETING

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT &
INVESTMENT

MARKETING

MGMT

CEO’S
OFFICE

Responsible
person
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STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

OUTPUT

Performance Indicator

Promote investment in tourism

Encourage the
development and
diversification of
tourism products

17.

Develop and implement a Destination Investment
Strategy

16.

15.

Tourism
products by
categories
developed

Investment
conferences
organized

International
hotel chains in
Uganda

Number of tourism products by
categories development

Number of Investment conferences organized

Number of new International
hotel chains in Uganda

Number of product development
3 projects developed (Phase II of
projects developed
the Uganda Martyrs
Shrines Development, Uganda
Martyrs Routes
to Saints trail, 1
blockbuster movie
on the Uganda
Martyrs produced
and distributed
worldwide)

-

-

-

-

-

Feasibility study
conducted and
bankable proposals
developed for the
Rwenzori Mountains Cable Car
product and Son et
Lumiere at Namugongo Martyrs
Shrine

Number of feasibility studies
conducted

FY
2020
/21

-

FY…

Baseline

Tourism InTourism Investment strategy
vestment strat- developed
egy developed

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO.

1

2

1

1

1

1

FY 2021
/22

-

2

1

1

1

-

FY
2022
/23

TARGET

-

2

1

1

-

-

FY
2023
/24

-

2

1

-

-

-

FY
2024/
25

Means
of verification

Assumptions

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT &
INVESTMENT

Responsible
person
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STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

OUTPUT

Performance Indicator

Operationalize
the tourism fund
to enable private
investors get access to affordable
finance

Tourism fund
operationalized

Amount of the tourism fund
operationalized/ accessed by the
private sector

Strengthen enforcement and adherence to tourism
standards:

Tourism
enterprises
registered,
inspected and
licensed

Develop and imple- Destination
ment a Public Re- PR strategy
lations strategy to developed
improve the image
of the destination

20.

21.

Conduct a destination competitive
study and develop
a strategy to improve destination
competitiveness.

19.

Destination
competitive
strategy developed

500
300

Number of tourism enterprises in
Uganda Licensed
Number of Hotels, guides, sites
and restaurants graded and
classified

1

-

1

FY
2020
/21

4,000

FY…

Baseline

Number of tourism entities registered

A destination PR strategy developed

Destination competitive strategy
developed

Objective Three (SO3): Increase competitiveness of the destination

18.

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO.

300

800

7,000

-

1

FY 2021
/22

300

1100

10,000

-

-

FY
2022
/23

TARGET

300

1400

13000

-

-

FY
2023
/24

300

2000

15000

-

-

FY
2024/
25

Means
of verification

Assumptions

QA

PR &
COMMS

UTB

MGMT

Responsible
person
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STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

OUTPUT

Performance Indicator

Develop a tourism
crisis response
strategy

Carry out classification
and grading of tourism
facilities

Build capacity
along the tourism
value chain

Tourism crisis
response strategy developed

Tourism crisis response strategy
developed

25.

Develop and implement a research
strategy and
conduct regular
tourism research

1
5
7

3

Research Strategy Developed
Number of studies conducted
# of MDRs Monitored and Evaluated

Strategy Developed

Tourism research studies
conducted

Monitor and
Evaluate the
performance of
DMRS

Establish market Number of market intelligence
intelligence
frameworks established
frameworks to
monitor trends
and status of
Tourism growth

1

300

2 awareness and sensitization
campaigns for standards and
certification to induce compliance executed per year

Execute Awareness campaigns
for standards
and certification to induce
compliance to
standards

Number of Hospitality establishments classified and graded

2

Number of value chain actors
trained

Tourism value
chain actors
trained

Hospitality
establishments
classified and
graded

1000

study report

-

FY
2020
/21

Skills gap
assessment
report

FY…

Baseline

Objective Four (SO4): To improve collection and access to tourism information

24.

23.

22.

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO.

3

8

5

-

-

300

2

1000

1

FY 2021
/22

8

10

5

-

-

300

2

1000

-

FY
2022
/23

TARGET

8

12

5

-

-

300

2

1000

-

FY
2023
/24

8

12

5

-

-

300

2

1000

-

FY
2024/
25

Means
of verification

Assumptions

MARKETING

RESEARCH,
M&E

CEO’S
OFFICE

QA

Responsible
person
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STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

OUTPUT

Performance Indicator

Partner with
credible research
centres and Institutions

27.

A national tourism MIS developed

Capacity building of UTB staff
to keep update
with government
systems, global
trends and best
practice.

Develop and imple- Resource moment a resource
bilization plan
mobilization plan. developed and
implemented

Strengthen risk
management

30.

31.

32.

Number of staff trained

Human resource development
strategy in place

Number of equipment and assets
procured

Risk management manual
updated and
implemented

Risk management manual updated and implemented

A resource mobilization plan
developed and operationalized

Entity manage- Entity management system
developed
ment system
developed

staff trained

Human
resource
development
strategy developed

Recruit, retain and
motivate staff
through improvement of salary and
other entitlements
and benefits.

29.

UTB retooled
and equipped

Retool UTB

28.

Objective Five (SO5): To Improve Internal Efficiency and Effectiveness

Collaborative
# of collaborative research studresearch stud- ies conducted
ies undertaken

Develop a Tourism A national
Information Man- tourism MIS
agement System
developed

26.

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO.
FY…

Baseline

-

1

1

40

1

2

1

FY
2020
/21

1

-

40

-

3

-

FY 2021
/22

-

1

-

40

-

3

-

FY
2022
/23

TARGET

-

-

40

-

2

-

FY
2023
/24

-

1

-

40

-

2

-

FY
2024/
25

Means
of verification

Assumptions

MGMT

FINANCE
& PLANNING

HUMAN
RESOURCE

HUMAN
RESOURCE

FINANCE
& PLANNING

RESEARCH,
M&E

Responsible
person
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STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

OUTPUT

Performance Indicator

Develop a Monitoring and Evaluation
system for both
internal and external tracking and
reporting

Develop and Operationalize a GIS
system

Develop a client
charter to improve
the image of UTB

Enhance stakeholder collaboration through
Strategic partnerships

35.

36.

37.

38.

Meet statutory and Periodic plans,
legal obligations
budgets and
reports submitted

34.

1
1
1

2

UTB corporate brand developed
Partnership strategy developed
and implemented
15 partnerships with the sports
fraternity, corporates, event’s
organizers, musicians and comedians, and religious institutions
created to direct domestic travel.

UTB corporate
brand developed
and rolled out

Partnership
strategy
developed and
implemented

Number of partnerships with
stakeholders
established

1

1

5

1

FY
2020
/21

Client charter developed and
implemented

A GIS system established and
operationalized

FY…

Baseline

Client charter
developed and
operationalized

A GIS system
developed
for spatial
analysis and
reporting

An M&E sysAn M&E system in place and is
tem Developed operational for both internal and
and operation- external reporting
alized

Number of quarterly and annual
reports submitted

Enhance corporate Board overNumber of meetings conducted
governance
sight functions by the Board
implemented
Number of policies approved by
the board

33.

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO.

3

-

-

-

-

5

1

FY 2021
/22

4

-

-

-

-

5

1

FY
2022
/23

TARGET

3

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

FY
2023
/24

3

-

-

-

-

5

1

FY
2024/
25

Means
of verification

Assumptions

CEO’S
OFFICE

CEO’S
OFFICE

PR/COMMS

MGMT

RESEARCH,
M&E

FINANCE
& PLANNING

CEO’S
OFFICE

Responsible
person

ANNEXES
Annex 1: Assessment of the Strategic Plan: FY 2017/18 – 2019/20
Outcome

Indicator

Baseline
FY
2016/17

Growth of
Uganda’s
international and
domestic
tourism
market

Increased
contribution of the
Tourism
sector to
GDP

Growth in
Inbound
leisure and
business
tourists
from
core and
emerging
markets
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Assessment FY 2019/20
Target

Number of International visitor
arrivals

1,402,409

Number of Domestic visitors to
National parks

159,858

None

Number of Domestic visitors to
UWEC

312,039

None

Export Earnings
from Tourism
(US$ m)

None

Actual
1,505,669
Calculated,
(WTTC)

Comments
%
UBOS publication
last was 2017

323,861

Figures for 2020
will be down due to
COVID-19

383,398

UWEC closed after
March 2020 due to
COVID-19, figures
f0r 2020 will drastically reduce
No target no measurement either
from UBOS of
WTTC

1,453

Percentage of
Total GDP contributed to by the
Tourism Sector

7.3%

Total contribution
to Employment
(000)

605.5

TBD

536.6

% increase in
arrivals from
existing source
markets

137,631

10% (annually)

137,631

No updated statistics from UBOS

% Percentage
increase in tourist arrivals from
emerging source
markets

98,759

10% (annually)

98,759

-Ditto-

% increase in
tourists to Uganda from existing
and emerging
Regional/ Africa
markets

981,993

10% (annually)

981,993

-Ditto-

5.3%
(WTTC: 2020)

Strategic Plan: FY 20/21 – 24/25

Negative growth
rate partly due to
COVID-19
Missed target
88.6% is attributed to
COVID-19

Positive
Destination Brand
Equity

Increased
stock and
diversity
of tourism
products
and job
creation

Improved
quality of
tourism
services in
Uganda

Percentage of
individuals in
source markets
aware of Destination Uganda
Brand

10%
TBD

Activity being
implemented in FY
2020/21

(Annual
Growth)
10%

Brand Value
of Destination
Uganda

TBD

% increase in
jobs created by
new investments
in tourism

TBD

10% (annually)

No Assessment

% increase in
MICE events
pitches, to attract
events to Uganda

TBD

10% (annually)

No Assessment but
ICCA ranking put
Uganda at 6th in
Africa

% increase in the
average international tourist
expenditure

$1,035

10% (annually)

$723

Average international tourist stay
(Number of days)

7.5

10

8.3

% increase in average domestic
tourist expenditure in the new
products’ zones

UGX
100,000

100%

TBD

60%

% of tourists
satisfied with
the destination
experience

-Ditto-

(Annual
Growth)

70%

110% Positive trend

No assessment

82%

136%

Visitors happy with
site experience

Source: Assessment by Internal Team
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Annex 2: Pestle Analysis
POLITICAL FACTORS
•
•
•

Stability and commitment to a stronger EAC and political integration– likely to increase partnerships and
investor and development partners’ confidence.
Political will for fast tracking of EAC federation likely
to bring positive travellers’ base that will benefit the
Community including tourism in Uganda.
The next planning cycle of the plan will see most of
the EAC nations holding national elections that may
destabilize the competitiveness of the destination.

IMPLICATIONS FOR UTB
•
•
•

•

Need to fast track harmonisation of Tourism
systems and practices.
Opportunity to leverage some of the reforms
through the EAC.
Target EAC and the African continent as one
block that will drive tourism arrivals in the short
to medium term especially if there is stability in
the political landscape.
Put in place risk mitigation measures as a
response to any instability arising from political,
health or security considerations.

•

Existence of the East African Tourism Platform held •
by regulatory authorities, which brings together participants from EAC and other nations in Africa.

East African Tourism Platform has been facilitating the harmonisation of the Tourism systems
of the EAC partner states, more especially in the
wake of COVID-19

•

Harmonisation of the Protocols on safe travel im- •
posed by COVID-19 and other standards such as
those on accommodation for classification of hotels

Facilitates travel seamlessly if UTB timely embraces the regional standards or response.

•

GoU commitment to Uganda Vision 20440

•

A number of Tourism reform strategies has identified in the vision 2040 and NDP III aspirations
and if implemented will drive growth in the tourism sector.

•

Demand for Tourism reforms by donors and govern- •
ment as part of overall measures to increase expenditure efficiency and improved service delivery

Tourism reforms will ensure more efficient public spending hence attracting donor funds. However, there as some retrogressive reforms such
as those proposed to merge UTB with other
tourism sector institutions.

•

Good relations with foreign government and develop- •
ment partners

More policy support, formulation and funding
from the Government as well as potential funding from development partners.

ECONOEMIC FACTORS

IMPLICATIONS FOR UTB

•

Planned major government investment in infrastructure development

•

Global Economic crisis brought about by COVID-19
•
countries resulting in restricted travels for visitors
and more stringent safety travel requirements across
the world

SOCIAL FACTORS

•

Critical to build the capacity of major infrastructure sectors in infrastructure Tourism and contract management and the development of the
private sector to be able to meet the required
implementation needs
Work with institutions to implement the standard operating protocols throughout the touch
points along the tourism value chain.

IMPLICATIONS FOR UTB

•

Shortage of Tourism professionals

•

Specialized training for Tourism professionals
coordinated by the UTB

•

Ethical issues in Tourism

•

Improve transparency and ensure conflicts of
interest are resolved in Tourism activities

•

Little interest of general public in monitoring and
reporting on public Tourism

•

There is need to involve the public in monitoring
public Tourism through an effective communication strategy

TECHNOLOGICAL FACTORS
•

Increasing penetration of ICT: Computerised systems for capacity building, knowledge sharing and
capacity building
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IMPLICATIONS FOR UTB
•
•
•

Need to harness ICT especially e-Tourism.
Invest in MIS (information systems) and security and back-up options
Explore e-learning as an alternative channel for
some training programmes.

•

ICT is increasingly being incorporated in public
entities. E-commerce on the rise that has led to the
introduction and evolvement of e-Tourism

LEGAL FACTORS
•
•
•

•
•

e-Tourism will be key in the development of an
effective public Tourism system
Leverage ICT to reduce transaction & operational costs and improve efficiency in operations.

IMPLICATIONS FOR UTB

There is an enabling legal framework for tourism
for the country bringing out the role of all different
stakeholders.
The current legal framework allows for review at
any point to further an enabling environment for all
operators.

•

Operationalize the existing legislation and propose and draft any amendments to remove any
lacuna that inhibit the growth of the sector.

More stringent tax regulations and penalties; more
stringent regulations and standards in the tourism
industry.

•

Timeliness in meeting outstanding legal / tax
issues

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

IMPLICATIONS FOR UTB

•

Increasing Environmental awareness; More sensitivity to protection of environment and carbon footprint
world over

•

There is need to integrate Environmental principles and practices in Tourism efforts in tandem
with government efforts in Environmental conservation, especially for sustainable tourism

•

Environmental principles not integral to Tourism
activities.

•

Advocate for green and sustainable tourism
including responsible consumptions and behaviours by travellers.

Rushegura gorilla family
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Annex 3: Stakeholder Analysis and Categories for Uganda Tourism Board
Stakeholder
Category

Role

UTB: Board and Staff

•

MDAs/LGS

Implementation of strategy and
activities in accordance to UTB
mandate

Expectation from this Strategy
•

Strategy to be cascaded in Annual Operational Plans and Work Plans

•

Resources to facilitate implementation

•

Increased capacity building

•

Oversight role

•

Alignment to Gov’t priorities in NDP and
Vision 2040

•

Input to policy making

•

Policy formulation

•

Regulation

•

Appropriation of funds

•

Accountability to Government

MOFPED

•

Appropriation of funds

•

Accountability, ensure value for money
of funds allocated

MTWA

•

Overseeing / Supervising Ministry

•

•

Develop Policy and Legislation

All strategies in line with national priorities and policy

•

Emphasis on accountability, fairness
and transparency Ensure value for money and performance of system

•

To sale the destination

•

•

To deliver/ provide required
services along the tourism value
chain

Increased promotion of destination
Uganda

•

Increased platforms for creating business linkages

•

Increased Capacity Building

•

Creating an enabling environment for
diversifying tourism product offering
and enhancing the offering of existing
products

•

Classify, license and qualify

UTB Travel Trade
(Tour operators, Travel
Agents, Tour Guides,
Hotel Owners, etc.)

Collaborators/ Implementation Partners

Consultants, third parties, associa- •
tions work with UTB in implementing its activities
•

Partnering with UTB to improve performance of Tourism

•

Capacity Building (tooling & skilling)

•

Development of products that address
donor’s priorities

•

Financial Support

•

Knowledge sharing

•

Technical Advisory Services

•

Accountability to the donor

Destination Event Organisers (Nyege, etc)

•

Organise signature events

•

Increased promotion of signature events

Academia (Culture, History, Researcher, etc)

•

Conducting and publishing Tourism research

•

To consider their research findings

•

Train Tourism students and reskill
professionals

•

Create employment opportunities for
the Tourism students

•

Provide consultancy services

•

To inform tourism product development

Development Partners

84
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Stakeholder
Category

Role

Cultural Institutions
(Buganda, Bunyoro, Busoga, Tooro Kingdoms,
etc.)

•

Tourism Grassroots
(Clusters)

Foreign Missions Domiciled in Uganda

Uganda Diaspora (Associations like UNAA,
Investors)

To promote and conserve Ugandan cultures

•

Regional Tourism Product Development

•

Domestic Tourism Promotion and
Investment

•

Skills Development of Local Tourism Enterprises

•

Broadening Tourism Awareness
and Advocacy

•

Quality Assurance

Market Destination Rep- •
resentatives – MDRs

Uganda Missions
Abroad (

Expectation from this Strategy

Increase overall awareness of
what Uganda to offers.

•

Increased promotion of Uganda Cultures

•

Development of cultural tourism products

•

Increased capacity building for cultural
guides

•

Enhancing industry competitiveness

•

Addressing sustainability

•

Building Tourism awareness

•

Mobilizing resources

•

Developing Common infrastructure

•

Increased allocations of funds

•

Increased contract periods

•

Increased source markets to represent
destination Uganda in

•

Portray clear and consistent
messaging and brand identity for
Uganda.

•

Increase tourist arrivals, length of
stay, average daily rate, and overall
visitor spend;

•

Increasing shoulder and low-season bookings

•

Increasing bookings of local
DMCs, hotels and lodges.

•

Form partnerships with key tour
operators and coordinating joint
trade promotional activities

•

Promotion of Uganda as tourist
•
destination and for tourism investment

Acknowledgement as destination
Uganda touch points in the respective
countries

•

Share statistical information on
visas issued

•

Increased collaboration with UTB in
Tourism marketing activations

•

Act as touch points for destination
Uganda

•

Promoting their respective countries in Uganda.

•

•

Creating business linkages between Ugandans and their respec- •
tive citizens

Increased collaborations in Tourism
Marketing of destination Uganda and
their respective countries.

•

Promote and position destination
Uganda in the respective source
markets

•

Increased platforms for creating business linkages for Ugandans and their
respective citizens
Increased financial support to their
respective events and activities

Strategic Plan: FY 20/21 – 24/25
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Stakeholder
Category

Role

Creatives (Performers,
artists, composers, etc)

•

To create creative content that
•
promotes and markets destination
Uganda

Increased financial support towards the
art and creative industry.

Professional Conference organizers (UACCII, others)

•

Promote and position Uganda as
a favourite MICE destination

•

Increased funding for MICE activities

•

Increased platforms for creating MICE
business linkages

Private Sector (PIRT,
Other investors in tourism)

•

Lobbying for increased G.O.U
tourism funding

•

Increased funding for tourism promotion of destination Uganda.

•

Lobbying for favourable tourism
investment incentives

•

Creating of an enabling environment for
tourism investment

Visitors (tourists both
local and international

•

Visitation

•

Secure destination, hygiene and safety

•

Good Products

Airlines (KLM, Emirates,
KQ,, UR, etc. 17 in total)

•

Providing connectivity and access

•

Space buying in the airline inflight magazines for destination Uganda.

•

Partnerships

Religious Leaders
(Catholics, Anglican,
Islam, Bahai, etc)

•

Promotion of tourism and products for visitors including

•

Product development of religious sites.

•

Production of marketing promotional
Videos and documentaries.

•

Data collections at the sites

•

Media Kit and better communication
strategies

•

Partnerships

•

Development of materials and activities
for public awareness and sensitization

Travel Media (Domestic, •
International, Influencers)

86

Tool of communication, sensitisation and education to all stakeholders
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

Develop and
implement a
domestic marketing strategy

Conduct market research
and profile
source markets

3.

1

Number of studies
conducted

Market Research and
profile sources conducted

1

Domestic strategy
Domestic
Tourism Strat- developed
egy developed
and launched

FY
2020
/21
1

Baseline
FY…

Marketing strategy
developed

Develop and
National Marcoordinate im- keting Strateplementation
gy developed
of the National
Tourism Marketing Strategy

2.

1.

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

Annex 4: UTB Output Matrix

-

-

-

FY
2021
/22

-

-

-

-

-

-

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

-

-

-

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

MARKETING

Responsible
person
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

4.

Develop and
roll out the
Destination
Brand

Ugandan
Embassies/
Mission
branded and
Staff trained

2

8 Ugandan foreign
missions in Africa
branded and used
to collaborate marketing activities

4

4

-

10 foreign missions
branded with the
national brand

200

4

100

30

44 Ugandan Embassies/ Mission Staff
trained in support
tourism marketing
and handling by
2025

8

50,000

1

-

2

250

8

50,000

1

-

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

4

8

8

Inflight Magazines
(per Quarter in 2
magazines per
country) produced

50,000

50,000

1

-

FY
2021
/22

Branded Destination
collateral such as
E-brochures,

Number of Brand
Campaigns conducted

Brand rolled
out domestically and
internationally

FY
2020
/21
1

Baseline
FY…

Brand manual Number of Brand
developed
manuals developed

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

-

500

8

50,000

-

-

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

MARKETING

Responsible
person
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

5.

Hire Market
Destination
Representatives

MDRs recruited in all
key source
markets

7

7

Fam trips for influential personalities
EAC member states
and the selected
African countries of
7 Pax per country
organised per year

Advertising and
Promotion in key
Print and Broadcast
media in the 13 key
source markets
undertaken

5

13 Travel trade and
media familiarization trips per year

8

7

13

8

7

Travel advisor education programmes
in the 13 markets
undertaken, educating insurance firms,
outbound tour consultants, journalists,
and tour leaders
about destination
Uganda

FY
2021
/22
8

FY
2020
/21
7

Baseline
FY…

Number of MDR
firms in key source
markets hired

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

10

7

13

10

10

13

7

13

13

12

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

13

7

13

13

12

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

MARKETING

Responsible
person
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

6.

Enhance digital destination
marketing

Number (by categories) of Electronics
(TVs, LED screens)
and Display kiosks
to display tourism
content in 10 select
embassies

50

4

Online Adverts (4
Quarters) executed

Translated Video
content produced
for the Uganda
foreign Missions

1

Number of digital
firms hired

1,000

1

16 Virtual reality
shows produced

Number of videos
and photos procured

3

Search Engine
Marketing, Search
Engine Optimization undertaken
on 5 major search
engines

High-resolution photos
and videos
procured.

1

National tourism
website re-developed

8 partnerships between the government
of Uganda and outbound travel agents
(online and offline)
signed to run targeted
promotional campaigns in each of the
13 targeted markets.

1

FY
2020
/21

Digital Strategy
Developed

Baseline
FY…

Partnerships
with data
institutions

Digital marketing firm
hired

Digital Marketing Strategy developed
and implemented

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

50

4

4

1,000

6

4

1

4

5

50

1,000

4

4

1

4

5

FY
2021
/22

2

50

1,000

8

4

1

4

5

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

50

1,000

8

4

1

3

5

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

MARKETING

MGMT

MARKETING

Responsible
person
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

8.

7.

Position Uganda as a MICE
destination

Organize and
participate in
Tourism Exhibitions

MICE Tourism
Strategy and
business plan
implemented

Make contribution towards Uganda nights and
destination
activations
in key source
markets

MICE Tourism Strategy and business
plan reviewed and
implemented

Number of Uganda
nights and destination activations in
key source markets
supported

1

5

6

Renewed
Number of renewed
membership
members ships and
renewal and
activations
Activations at
USTOA, CATO,
East Asia Tour
Operators
Association,
British Tour
Operators Association and
African Tourism markets &
Subscription

1

FY
2020
/21

1

8 International
expos attended

Baseline
FY…

Pearl of Africa Number of Expos
Tourism Expo held
held

Uganda
showcased
at Tourism
Expos

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

1

5

6

1

3

FY
2021
/22

1

5

6

1

2

1

5

6

1

2

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

1

5

6

1

0

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

UCB

MARKETING

Responsible
person
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

Develop itineraries together
with the private sector to
increase stay
and spend.

Conduct Domestic tourism
market research-profile
and segment
the domestic
market to
inform

9.

10.

Domestic
tourism
Research
Reports published

Private sector
supported
to jointly
package and
promote
thematic
multi-country
tour products
and thematic
events in EAC
destinations

Itineraries developed and
published
5

20

2

20

1

Number of private
sector firms supported to package
and promote thematic multi-country
tour products

Number of Domestic tourism Research Reports

5

FY
2021
/22

Niche marketing
for 5 select tourism
segments: Birding,
Mountaineering, Adventure, faith tourism and ecotourism
undertaken

FY
2020
/21
5

Baseline
FY…

Number of Itineraries developed

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

1

20

5

5

20

5

5

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

1

20

5

5

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

MARKETING,
RESEARCH.
M&E

MARKETING

Responsible
person
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

Carry out
Schools and
youth outreach
Programmes

Undertake
domestic market
promotions

11.

12.

Support development of
applications for
promoting domestic tourism.

1 Digital application for
promoting domestic
tourism developed and
rolled out

3 Sponsorship of Travel
Shows in Uganda

Number of print and digital Advertising spaces
acquired

Number of engagements
supported

2 B2B engagements between
the operators, the
corporate companies, government
agencies and
development partners for special
rates for corporate
team building activities, and return
guests afterwards
in country-side
sites organised
per year.

Advertising space
acquired

10 domestic promotional
campaigns carried out
by 2025

1

2

2

2 Domestic Tourism
Media Fam trips per year
conducted

100

FY
2020
/21

1

Baseline
FY…

Number of Domestic
market promotions
undertaken

Number of primary
and secondary schools
reached

Marketing
campaigns and
promotions conducted for leisure
and MICE

Domestic market
promotion undertaken

School and youth
outreach programs conducted

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

1

3

3

2

2

250

FY
2021
/22

3

2

2

2

350

3

2

2

2

250

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

3

2

2

2

250

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

MARKETING

Responsible
person
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

Encourage the
development
and diversification of tourism products
targeting the
domestic
market

14.

E-tourism
products
developed

National product development strategy
developed
and implemented

MOUs signed
and implemented with
local and
urban authorities to promote tourism

-

1

Product development strategy
developed

4 new tourism
products marketed
by 2025

No. of e-tourism
products developed

50

50

50 District tourism
officers trained in
marketing per year

1

1

4

4

Number of Corporate Social Responsibility activities
conducted in 4
tourism regions

FY
2021
/22
8

FY
2020
/21

Number of MoUs
signed with local
and urban authorities to promote
tourism

Baseline
FY…

1

1

-

50

4

-

2

1

-

50

4

-

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

Objective Two (SO2): To increase investment and job creation in the tourism sector

Develop and
promote
tourism in
collaboration
with local and
urban authorities.

13.

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

2

0

-

50

4

-

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

MARKETING

PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT &
INVESTMENT

MARKETING

MGMT

CEO’S OFFICE

Responsible
person
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

Promote investment in tourism

Encourage the
development
and diversification of tourism
products

17.

Develop and
implement a
Destination
Investment
Strategy

16.

15.

Tourism products by categories developed

Investment
conferences
organized

Number of tourism
products by categories development

Number of Investment conferences
organized

Number of new International hotel chains
in Uganda

1

2

-

1

1

1

1

FY
2021
/22

-

-

3 projects devel- Number of product
oped (Phase II
development projof the Uganda
Martyrs Shrines ects developed
Development,
Uganda Martyrs
Routes to
Saints trail, 1
blockbuster
movie on the
Uganda Martyrs
produced and
distributed
worldwide)

International
hotel chains in
Uganda

-

Feasibility study Number of feasibilconducted
ity studies conductand bankable
proposals devel- ed
oped for the
Rwenzori Mountains Cable Car
product and
Son et Lumiere
at Namugongo
Martyrs Shrine

FY
2020
/21
-

Baseline
FY…

Tourism Investment
strategy developed

Tourism
Investment
strategy developed

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

-

2

1

1

1

-

-

2

1

1

-

-

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

-

2

1

-

-

-

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT &
INVESTMENT

Responsible
person
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

Operationalize
the tourism
fund to enable
private investors get
access to
affordable
finance

Tourism fund
operationalized

Amount of the tourism fund operationalized/ accessed by
the private sector

Baseline
FY…

Conduct a destination competitive study
and develop
a strategy to
improve destination competitiveness.

Develop and
implement a
Public Relations strategy
to improve the
image of the
destination

Strengthen
enforcement
and adherence
to tourism
standards:

19.

20.

21.

Tourism
enterprises
registered,
inspected and
licensed

Destination
PR strategy
developed

Destination
competitive
strategy developed

4,000
500
300

Number of tourism
enterprises in Uganda Licensed

Number of Hotels,
guides, sites and
restaurants graded
and classified

1

-

1

FY
2020
/21

Number of tourism
entities registered

A destination PR
strategy developed

Destination competitive strategy
developed

Objective Three (SO3): Increase competitiveness of the destination

18.

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

300

800

7,000

-

1

FY
2021
/22

300

1100

10,000

-

-

300

2000

1400
300

15000

-

-

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

13000

-

-

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

QA

PR & COMMS

UTB

MGMT

Responsible
person
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

Carry out
classification
and grading
of tourism
facilities

Develop a
tourism crisis
response
strategy

23.

24.

study report

Tourism crisis Tourism crisis
response strategy
response
developed
strategy developed

1

300

Number of Hospitality establishments
classified and
graded

Hospitality establishments
classified and
graded
-

300

2

2

2 awareness
and sensitization
campaigns for
standards and certification to induce
compliance executed per year

1000

1

FY
2021
/22

1000

-

FY
2020
/21

Execute
Awareness
campaigns
for standards
and certification to induce
compliance to
standards

Tourism value Number of value
chain actors
chain actors trained
trained

Skills gap
assessment
report

Baseline
FY…

Objective Four (SO4): To improve collection and access to tourism information

Build capacity along the
tourism value
chain

22.

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

-

300

2

1000

-

-

300

2

1000

-

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

-

300

2

1000

-

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

CEO’S OFFICE

QA

Responsible
person
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

Develop a
Tourism
Information
Management
System

Partner with
credible research centres
and Institutions

26.

27.

5

7

Tourism
Number of studies
research stud- conducted
ies conducted

Monitor and
Evaluate the
performance
of DMRS
3

1

2

Establish
Number of market
market intelli- intelligence framegence frame- works established
works to monitor trends
and status
of Tourism
growth

A national tourism
MIS developed

A national
tourism MIS
developed

Collaborative # of collaborative
research
research studies
studies under- conducted
taken

# of MDRs Monitored and Evaluated

1

28.

Retool UTB

FY
2020
/21

Research Strategy
Developed

Strategy Developed

Baseline
FY…

UTB retooled
and equipped

Number of equipment and assets
procured

Objective Five (SO5): To Improve Internal Efficiency and Effectiveness

Develop and
implement
a research
strategy and
conduct regular tourism
research

25.

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

3

-

3

8

5

-

FY
2021
/22

3

-

8

10

5

-

2

-

8

12

5

-

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

2

-

8

12

5

-

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

FINANCE &
PLANNING

RESEARCH,
M&E

MARKETING

RESEARCH,
M&E

Responsible
person
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

Strengthen risk Risk managemanagement
ment manual
updated and
implemented

Enhance corporate governance

32.

33.

Board oversight functions implemented

Resource mobilization plan
developed
and implemented

Develop and
implement a
resource mobilization plan.

Number of policies
approved by the
board

Number of meetings conducted by
the Board

1

-

Risk management
manual updated
and implemented

1

40

1

FY
2020
/21

1

Baseline
FY…

A resource mobilization plan developed and operationalized

Entity management
system developed

Entity management
system developed

31.

Number of staff
trained

staff trained

Capacity building of UTB
staff to keep
update with
government
systems, global trends and
best practice.

30.

Human resource
development strategy in place

Human
resource
development
strategy developed

Recruit, retain
and motivate
staff through
improvement
of salary and
other entitlements and
benefits.

29.

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

1

1

-

40

-

FY
2021
/22

1

-

1

-

40

-

1

-

-

40

-

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

1

-

1

-

40

-

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

CEO’S OFFICE

MGMT

FINANCE &
PLANNING

HUMAN RESOURCE

HUMAN RESOURCE

Responsible
person

100
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

Meet statutory and legal
obligations

Develop a
Monitoring
and Evaluation
system for
both internal
and external
tracking and
reporting

Develop and
Operationalize
a GIS system

Develop a
client charter
to improve the
image of UTB

34.

35.

36.

37.

1

1

1

1

An M&E system in
place and is operational for both
internal and external reporting

A GIS system established and operationalized

Client charter developed and implemented

UTB corporate
brand developed

An M&E
system Developed and
operationalized

A GIS system
developed
for spatial
analysis and
reporting

Client charter
developed
and operationalized

UTB corporate brand
developed
and rolled out

5

FY
2020
/21

Number of quarterly
and annual reports
submitted

Baseline
FY…

Periodic
plans, budgets and
reports submitted

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

-

-

-

5

FY
2021
/22

-

-

-

5

-

-

1

1

5

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

-

-

-

5

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

PR/COMMS

MGMT

RESEARCH,
M&E

FINANCE &
PLANNING

Responsible
person
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OUTPUT

Performance
Indicator

38.

Enhance
stakeholder
collaboration
through Strategic partnerships

Partnership strategy developed and
implemented

15 partnerships
with the sports fraternity, corporates,
event’s organizers,
musicians and
comedians, and
religious institutions
created to direct
domestic travel.

Partnership
strategy developed and
implemented

Number of
partnerships
with stakeholders established

Objective One (SO1): To increase tourist arrivals

NO. STRATEGIC
INTERVENTIONS

Baseline
FY…

-

3

2

FY
2021
/22

1

FY
2020
/21

4

-

3

-

TARGET
FY
FY
2022
2023
/23
/24

3

-

Means AssumpFY 2024 of veri- tions
fication
/25

CEO’S OFFICE

CEO’S OFFICE

Responsible
person

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
08

Hon Daudi Migereko
Board Chairman

Prof Katende Suleyman
Travel Agents
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Ms Susan Muhwezi
Deputy Chairperson

(Uganda Hotel Owner’s Association)

Mr Vivan Lyazi
Ministry of Tourism,
Wildlife and Antiquities

Mr Paul Mwanja
Ministry of Finance, Planning
and Economic Development

Mr Chemonges Sabilla
Uganda Wildlife Authority

Ms Yewagnesh Biriggwa
Airlines

Mr Kaggwa Ronald
National Planning Authority

Eng Sooma Ayub
Civil Aviation Authority

Lilly Ajarova
CEO
Strategic Plan: FY 20/21 – 24/25
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TOP MANAGEMENT
Gender Males 02 - Females 04

Lilly Ajarova
CEO

Bradford Ochieng
DCEO

Samora Semakula
Manager Quality Assurance

Ida Wadda - Manager
Legal & Corporate Affairs

Claire Mugabi
Manager Marketing

Sarah Tibamwenda
Manager Finance & Planning
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UGANDA TOURISM BOARD

5th & 6th Floor Lugogo House
Plot 42, Rotary Avenue (Lugogo Bypass), Kampala
P.O. Box 7211, Kampala, Uganda
Phone: +256 (0) 414 342 196/7; Email: info@utb.go.ug Web: www.visituganda.com
Facebook: Uganda Tourism Board|Visit Uganda
Twitter: Uganda Tourism Board (@UgTourismBoard)
Twitter: Visit Uganda (@visit_Uganda) |Twitter

